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Has protest become a
money making platform?
BY LESLEY JONES
Has demonstration or street protest, a
democratic tool to address social issues
to bring about change, been hijacked for
financial gain?
An anti-Buhari protest was staged on Thursday
26 February as All Progressives Congress (APC)
presidential candidate prepared to give a talk at
Chatham House, London. Some placards displayed read: ‘Buhari should be in ICC not
Chatham’, ‘Blood & Baboon has come to
Chatham’…’Nigerians in UK say no to the return of a tyrant’.
Full story on page 12

Mugabe call for Africa
unity -P15
Lands grab continues in
Africa—P18
Pros Buhari and pros Jonathan protest outside Chatham House ahead of Buhari’s speech
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Editorial: Building a vibrant local
community

A

s the coalition government announced the good news that the
UK economy was on the recovery, which meant more people
are getting jobs, I wondered what could be
the story for the young men of African descent. My worries were confirmed when statistics showed a rather gloomy future for
those of ethnic minority groups when it
comes to securing jobs in the UK. While the
unemployment rate for people of white ethnic background was 5.6%, it was as high as
14.6% for people of black ethnic background
(ONS, Labour Market Statistics) 16 February
2015. Unpublished government statistics
obtained by the Guardian and released in
2012 had shown that more than half of
young black men between the ages of 16 and
24 available for work in Britain were unemployed. As I reflected on these statistics and
wondered how one could possibly help these
generations to fulfil their dream of building a
family and having a better life, two thoughts
came to my mind.

The first thought went to
the setting up of a job club.
But the problem was how
such a club will work in
real life. Then a second
thought came to my mind,
the idea of building a
strong business community that will help young
people get into employment.

pletely different world.
They
were
passionate
about the need of creating
a role model for young
black people. They were
eager to have an impact on
African policies and leadership. First and foremost,
they wanted a platform
and a supportive environment here in London.

As we put together the
foundations for such a
business club, to be not
only a platform for networking, but an environment where all members
will feel and sense a presence of family life, I
stepped out to hear from
the youngsters. My first
stop was at a networking
event organised by young
people of African descent
in the city of London.

Talking about our business
club, one of them said:
“You know, a number of
people think like you, but
no one is willing to step
out to sacrifice his time
and effort for this community. So well done, we are
with you.” And honestly
this compliment lifted my
spirit so high that I got
home eager to make Afro
London Business Club a
reality.

I must admit that at first I
thought that I will be wasting my precious time in
taking part in their events.
I first sat in a corner of the
room without saying a
word. Then one of them
came to me saying: “What
brought you here tonight
sir? What do you want to
achieve?” I answered saying, my paper; the Afro
London News, which copies are over there. Within
minutes, I was inundated
with questions by young
curious people who wanted
to know more about our
dream. Listening to a
number of them, I realised
that I had made a mistake
by not approaching them
earlier. I was supposed to
spend an hour with them
but I ended up spending
three. I learnt so much
within those hours; things
that you would have heard
from the old African immigrants. I was in a com-

However, our challenges
may come from older generations that are sceptic
about any thoughts of getting together. The older
generations have seen a lot
and now believe they can
only trust themselves. And
the problem is, “you cannot convince a monkey
that honey is sweeter than
a banana”.
As we embark on our journey to a community building business project, we
must bear in mind that “a
hunter does not tell of everything he sees in the
bush”. The sacrifice may
be huge, but it is worth
taking. We cannot go solo
and succeed in today’s
world. We need to create
an environment where
society as a whole will
thrive. A Nigerian proverb
says:” It is not the load
that breaks you down; it is
how you carry it”.

Politics: The fall of ‘dinosaurs’

Labour MP Jack Straw (left) and Tories’ Malcom Rifkind
Jack Straw and Malcolm
Rifkind accused of offering to use their positions
to help private firm for
money.
An undercover report
has accused two former
foreign secretaries of
offering to use their positions to help a private
company in exchange for
payment. The allegations
against senior Conservative party MP Malcolm
Rifkind and senior Labour party MP Jack
Straw come just months
before a general election
and echo "cash for access" scandals that have
caused political uproar
in the past. In an undercover investigation by
the Daily Telegraph
newspaper and TV programme Channel 4 Dispatches, reporters pre-

tended to be from a fake
Hong Kong company.
According to the report,
Straw offered to use his
influence to help the
company in exchange for
payment
of
5,000
pounds ($7,700) a day.
According to the report,
Straw told reporters he
worked "under the radar" to change EU rules
to help a commodity
firm that paid him
60,000
pounds
($92,300) a year. Straw
also claimed to have
used "charm and menace" to convince a former
Ukrainian prime minister to change laws on
behalf of the same company, according to the
report. Rifkind offered to
arrange "useful access"
to every British ambassador in the world be-

cause of his status, the
report said. The MP for
Kensington and chairman of Parliament's Intelligence and Security
Committee was recorded
saying: "I am selfemployed - so nobody
pays me a salary. I have
to earn my income."
He said his usual fee for
half a day's work was
"somewhere in the region of £5,000 to
£8,000".
MPs reject wrongdoing.
In a statement after the
news broke, Straw said
he made it clear he
would only work for the
company after stepping
down as an MP as
planned, after the election in May.
Source: Agencies
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The official launch takes place at the London Bridge
Hilton Hotel on Saturday 18 April at 2p.m.
Come and find out why you should consider becoming
a member.
Reade on page 12 for further details
Places are limited.
Register now to avoid disappointment
www.afrolondonnews.com
email admin@afrolondonnews.com
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Terrorism: IS militant 'Jihadi John' named as Mohammed Emwazi
The masked Islamic State militant
known as "Jihadi John", who has
been pictured in the videos of the
beheadings of Western hostages, has
been named.
He is Mohammed Emwazi, a Kuwaiti
-born British man in his mid-20s
from west London, who was previously known to British security services.
British police declined to comment,
citing ongoing investigations. Emwazi first appeared in a video last August, when he apparently killed the
US journalist James Foley. He was
later thought to have been pictured
in the videos of the beheadings of US
journalist Steven Sotloff, British aid
worker David Haines, British taxi
driver Alan Henning, and American
aid worker Abdul-Rahman Kassig,
also known as Peter.
In each of the videos, the militant
appeared dressed in a black robe
with a black balaclava covering all
but his eyes and top of his nose.
Speaking with a British accent, he
taunted Western powers before holding his knife to the hostages' necks,
appearing to start cutting before the
film stopped. The victims' decapitated bodies were then shown. Earlier
this month, the militant featured in a
video in which the Japanese journalist Kenji Goto appeared to be beheaded. Hostages released by IS said
he was one of three British jihadists
guarding Westerners abducted by the
group in Syria. They were known

collectively as "the Beatles".
In a news conference, Asim Qureshi,
the research director of the Londonbased human rights group Cage,
which had been in contact with
Emwazi over a number of years, explained how he had been approached
by the Washington Post for the story
and detailed the difficulties Emwazi
had had with security services in the
UK and overseas. Mr Qureshi said
Emwazi, who is understood to be
about 27, had been "extremely kind,
gentle and soft-spoken, the most
humble young person I knew". He
said he could "not be 100% certain"
Jihadi John was Emwazi although
there were "striking similarities".
Emwazi's difficulties began when he
travelled to Tanzania in May 2009
following his graduation in computer
programming at the University of
Westminster, Mr Qureshi added. He
and two friends had planned to go on
a safari but once they landed in Dar
es Salaam they were detained by police and held overnight.
Emwazi then ended up flying to Amsterdam, in the Netherlands, where
he claimed to be met by British intelligence agents from MI5 who accused
him of trying to travel to Somalia,
where the jihadist group al-Shabab
operates. He denied the accusation
and said the agents had tried to recruit him before allowing him to return to the UK. Emwazi later moved
to Kuwait, where he got a job at a
computer company. But on a visit to

Moahammed Emwazi, aka ‘Jihadi John’, photo courtesy of Sky News
London in 2010, he was detained
by British counter-terrorism officials and prevented from flying
back to Kuwait, his friends said. "I
had a job waiting for me and marriage to get started," Emwazi wrote
in a June 2010 email to Cage. "[But
now] I feel like a prisoner, only not
in a cage, in London," he added, "a
person imprisoned and controlled
by security service men, stopping
me from living my new life in my
birthplace and country, Kuwait."
Mr Qureshi said Emwazi had made
persistent efforts to try to change
his situation: "We had two-and-a-

half years of communications talking about what he could do to alleviate his problems." He said he did
not know what had happened to
Emwazi, adding: "When we treat
people as if they are outsiders they
will inevitably feel like outsiders our entire national security strategy
for the last 13 years has only increased alienation. A narrative of
injustice has taken root." Emwazi
was believed to have travelled to
Syria around 2013 and later joined
IS, which has declared the creation
of a "caliphate" in the large swathes
of Syria and neighbouring Iraq it

controls. The BBC's Rajini Vaidyanathan in Washington says the FBI
went on record last September to
confirm it knew who Jihadi John
was. However, US officials said this
month they would not name him as
they believed this would be the best
strategy for finding him and bringing him to justice.
A spokesman for the family of Steven Sotloff said: "We want to sit in
a courtroom, watch him sentenced
and see him sent to a super-max
prison."
Source: BBC

World leaders "shameful and ineffective”, says Amnesty
Human rights group says 2014 was regulated global trade in weapons and mu"catastrophic", urges permanent UN Secu- nitions".
rity Council states to give up veto powers.
The arms trade is "shrouded in secrecy",
World leaders have proved "shameful and says Flood.
ineffective" in failing to protect civilians
"The recorded value of international transfrom groups like the Islamic State of Iraq
fers is approaching $100bn annually. Five
and the Levant (ISIL), said Amnesty Interof the top 10 arms exporters have already
national, calling 2014 a "catastrophic" year.
ratified the Arms Trade Treaty. While the
In its 415-page annual report detailing US and Israel have yet to ratify, they have
abuses in 160 countries, the group on both signed. There has been resistance to
Wednesday 25 February accused govern- ratification from other major arms producments of "pretending the protection of civil- ers like China, Canada and Russia."The
ians is beyond their power". The Amnesty report said the number of displaced people
document urged all states to abide by a around the world exceeded 50 million last
treaty regulating the international arms year for the first time since the end of
trade which came into force last year, say- World War II.
ing this could help stop huge shipments of
Amnesty singled out the United Nations
weapons to countries like Syria and Iraq.
Security Council (UNSC) for criticism,
Susanna Flood, Amnesty's Media Director warning that the situation would get worse
told Al Jazeera: "At least half a million peo- this year unless leaders took immediate
ple die every year on average and millions action. Amnesty's secretary-general, Salil
more are injured, raped and forced to flee Shetty said it had "miserably failed" to profrom their homes as a result of the poorly tect civilians.

The five permanent UNSC members - Britain, China, France, Russia and the US "consistently abused" their veto right to
"promote their political self-interest or geopolitical interest above the interest of protecting civilians", he added. The report urges the five states to give up their right to
veto action in cases where genocide and
other mass killings are being committed.

"2014 was a catastrophic year for millions
caught up in violence," said Shetty. "The
global response to conflict and abuses by
states and armed groups has been shameful
and ineffective. As people suffered an escalation in barbarous attacks and repression,
the international community has been
found wanting."
In addition, Amnesty called for new restrictions on the use of explosive weapons
like mortars and rockets in populated areas.
Source: Al Jazeera And AFP

Tips of the month: NUTS
Enrich
your daily
diet with
nuts nutrition!
Just
munch a
handful
of edible
nuts or
your choice of healthy seeds like sesame a day,
and you will be doing more than good to keep
yourself healthy and stay fit!
Nuts have it all!
Rich in energy, protein, packed with antioxidants,
vitamins, minerals and much discussed omega-3
fatty acids, nuts and sedds have it all!. Crunchy
yet buttery, wonderfully delicious nuts are wonderful gifts to humankind by mother nature.
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Charity Giving Part 2: Lent Challenge
February to 4 April). It seems
to me that most people think
about giving based on what a
person earns but I want to look
at it in the light of something
Jesus of Nazareth told his disciples. ‘Love your neighbours
as yourself.’ Another time, he
said, ‘Do to others as you
would have them do for you’.

This is the second of three articles
about giving. I’m not asking you to
give more, or suggesting that you’re
not already generous, only inviting
you to think seriously about what
you do. I’m proposing this now
because I’m a Christian and Lent,
the six weeks leading up to Easter,
is the traditional time for Christians
to think about these issues. But you
don’t need to be a Christian to join
in this Lent Challenge.

consumer society. When our
neighbours and work colleagues
place so much importance on the
money
and
possessions
we
accumulate for ourselves, it’s hard
to try another way.

When I taught young people how to
handle money, in preparation for
when they left school, I usually
spent some time explaining about
the benefits of giving. After all, we
all share responsibility for the
The obligation to help the poor and welfare of our planet and the
vulnerable in society is something communities in which we live.
that concerns all the major religions
Last month, I explained that the
in the world but giving is a sensitive
first step in the Lent Challenge is to
issue for those of us living in a
track our spending during Lent (18

I suggested tracking every penny we spend during Lent, in
order to see where our money
goes. If you’ve done that, get
out the record of what you’ve
spent each day and add in all
the bills that you’ve paid by
direct debit or standing order.
Now list everything you’ve
spent under one of these headings.
Survival basics. These are the
things you have no choice
about paying for. They include
income tax, rent or mortgage,
council tax, electricity and/or
gas, food and drink, essential
transport (to and from work,
for example), essential clothes
and other items that you really
can’t do without.

Lifestyle choices. These are the
things you don’t really need but
they make life more pleasant
and help you express who you
are. A way to try to distinguish
between survival costs and
lifestyle choices is to think
about what clothes you buy. If
you need to dress a certain way
for work, even if it’s just to fit
in with everyone else, then the
cost is a survival basic. If you
want to buy clothes that you
like to wear when you go out
with your friends, then the cost
is probably a lifestyle choice.
Giving. This is everything you
give expecting nothing in return. Include any money you
give to support a religious organisation you attend, plus
anything you give to charities
or other recognised good works
that tries to help people worse
off than yourself. It also includes, for example, when you
buy a homeless person a meal.
How does what we spend on
lifestyle choices compare with
what we give to help others? If
we spend more on our lifestyle

Government to increase in court issue fees
BY WALLAH ADAMS
The Ministry of Justice (MoJ) intends to substantially increase
court fees for issuing proceedings.
It may not quite be hyperinflation,
but it’s not often that you see a
proposal from Government to increase a cost to the consumer by
up to 660% as is the case here.
If the proposal goes ahead, this
will surely affect family budget.
This reform is if it takes place, and
is implemented, will have serious
implications on court dealings and
particularly for less wealthy families that have a court case.

stages of the case (mainly the allo- rently costs £610 to issue would
cation stage fee and the hearing instead cost £1,250, an increase of
fee) meet “the full cost” of using 105%
the court process in those claims.
A claim valued at £50k which curThe new plans are to increase fees rently costs £610 to issue would
for all claims valued at over instead cost £2,500, an increase of
£10,000 so that the court fee is 5% 310%
of the amount of the claim, subject
A claim valued at £100k which
to a maximum fee of £10,000
currently costs £910 to issue would
which would be reached on a claim
instead cost £5,000, an increase of
with a value of £200,000.
450%
Fees in claims worth £10,000 or
A claim valued at £200k which
less would remain unchanged. The
currently costs £1,315 to issue
MoJ point out that these cases
would instead cost £10,000, an
represent over 90% of all claims.
increase of 660%
On the new basis, claims over £10k
will have higher fees and the extent A claim valued at £300k which
of the increase will be greater as currently costs £1,720 to issue
the value of the claim approaches would instead cost £10,000, an
£200k, and the increase while still increase of 480%
very large will slightly decrease as
A claim valued at £350k which
you move above £250k towards
currently costs £1,920 to issue
the current maximum fee of
would instead cost £10,000, an
£1,920 which is set for claims
increase of 420%.
worth over £300k. So for example:

The Government’s intention is to
radically change the system for
calculating court fees when issuing
proceedings. At present, there are
value bands of claims which lead
into the court fee payable. There is
a maximum court fee of £1,920,
reached at a claim value of
£300,000. These fees have been in
place since April 2014, when they
were set at levels where they would
A claim valued at £25k which curin addition to fees payable at other

BY PHILIP EVANS
Philip Evans is currently based at All
Souls Clubhouse Community Centre and
Church in central London, where he helps
people transcend the influence of money in
their lives. He is available to conduct
workshops for churches and community
groups. Contact:
philip.evans@clubhousew1.org .

choices, on the things we like but don’t
really need, than on helping others pay for
their survival basics, are we really loving
our neighbours as ourselves? I’ll conclude
this series next month.
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Ex-banker sues police over 'malicious' rape complaint
was “malicious” and there was no
need for the vast publicity as, by
then, he had already offered to
volunteer to speak to the police.

newspaper in Essex and quickly
spread around the world via the
internet. No charges were ever
brought, but the incident is said to
have ended a successful 13-year
career.

As a result he was left
“unemployed and unemployable,”
the court heard. “I spent 13 years
working in the City, working for
some of the largest investment
banks,” Mr Crook told Judge Deborah Taylor. “I spent a lot of time
building a career and that was
gone straight away. There was a
level of shock and embarrassment.
You are defined by the career you
have. “I was financially in a very
good place and that’s completely
wiped out overnight. “It’s an allegation of a sexual assault. There’s
a stigma attached to that which
stays with you forever. The fact
they didn’t remove these things for
such a long period of time made it
impossible to get back into work
and rebuild my life.”

Now Mr Crook is suing the Essex
force at the High Court for an alleged breach of his human right to
privacy. He says the allegation

The court heard Mr Crook had
been warned by a friend that a
“malicious” complaint might be
made against him and he had

Former City banker Anthony Crook
A former City banker whose lucrative career was destroyed when he
was named as a “most wanted” suspected rapist is suing the police for
massive damages.
Anthony Crook, 37, was working in
Dubai when his image was released
by Essex Police as one of their most
wanted in 2010. His picture was
splashed on the cover of a local

called Essex Police. However, he
was told by officers that no allegation had been received and he
thought that was the end of the
matter. He only found out about
the publicity - alleging he was
wanted and at large over an alleged rape in his home town of
Clacton - through his family.
The article was accompanied by
his former address in Clapham
and a photo which had been taken
when he was a dreadlocked teenager. “I was completely shocked,”
he said. “First of all, I couldn’t
believe it. I was horrified that my
picture and an allegation of rape
had been put into the public domain.”
Mr Crook contacted the force,
which ultimately agreed to have
the story removed, but it had already spread via other media
around the world. He was horrified to find his name was even
featured on the website of a newspaper in India, he told the judge.
The stress led to him drinking
heavily and having suicidal

thoughts, he added. Mr Crook is
suing for breaches of confidence
and the Data Protection Act and a
violation of his right to privacy
under Article 8 of the Human
Rights Convention.
“We say there was little, if any,
consideration of Mr Crook’s Article 8 rights when that data was
released,” said his barrister Una
Morris. “If there was any consideration, then a proper balancing
exercise and a consideration of
whether it was necessary in a democratic society to release that information wasn’t carried out. The
information should never have
been released and it was released
in breach of his rights under Article 8.”
Mr Crook is claiming for the damage that the publication did to his
career.
Essex Police is contesting Mr
Crook’s claim.

The hearing continues.
Source: ES

Spousal maintenance is no longer a meal ticket for life
A judge has told the ex-wife of a millionaire racehorse surgeon to get a job
as she has no right to be “supported
for life” by her former husband.
Lord Justice Pitchford told mother of
two Tracey Wright, 51, that divorcees
with children aged over seven should
work for a living. Leading divorce lawyers believe the ruling will have a significant impact on future big-money
divorce cases.

numbers of other women with children”. Now Lord Justice Pitchford in
the Court of Appeal has rejected her
challenge to the decision to slash her
future maintenance.

Mr Wright runs an equine hospital in
Newmarket that has carried out surgery on former Derby and Oaks winners. He and Mrs Wright separated in
2006. As part of the divorce order,
Mrs Wright got £33,200 a year for her
personal upkeep. The court heard that
Mrs Wright, a former riding instructor
Mr Wright made the payments but was
and legal secretary who lives with her
worried that supporting his wife would
younger daughter, 10, chose not to
be unaffordable after he retires at 65.
work when she and vet Ian Wright
divorced in 2008 after 11 years of mar- Judge Lynn Roberts last year agreed
riage. Their £1.3 million seven- that there was no good reason why
bedroom home was ordered to be sold Mrs Wright had not done paid work
and the proceeds split. Mrs Wright since the divorce and criticised her for
came away with a £450,000 mortgage being “evasive” on her earning capaci-free house in Newmarket plus sta- ty. She said: “I do not think the chilbling for her horse and her daughters’ dren will suffer if Mrs Wright has to
ponies. Mr Wright, 59, was also or- work, and indeed a working mother at
dered to pay her and the children this stage of their lives may well pro£75,000 a year in maintenance and vide them with a good role model. It is
school fees.
possible to find work that fits in with
childcare responsibilities. I reject her
Last year, he went to the High Court to
other reasons relating to responsibiliseek a reduction in his bills, claiming
ties for animals, or trees, or housethat it was unfair to expect him to supkeeping.”
port his ex-wife indefinitely, even after
he retires, while she made “no effort The judge ordered that her personal
whatsoever to seek work”. A family maintenance payments must cease,
court judge told Mrs Wright to “just with a tailing-off over a five-year periget on with it” and find a job, like “vast od leading up to Mr Wright’s retire-

ment. Upholding Judge Roberts’s ruling, Lord Justice Pitchford confirmed
that it is now “imperative that the wife
go out to work and support herself”.
“The time had come to recognise that,
at the time of his retirement, the husband should not be paying spousal
maintenance.” He added: “There is a
general expectation that, once children
are in year two, mothers can begin
part-time work and make a financial
contribution”.
Leading divorce lawyers believe the
ruling will have a significant impact on
future big money divorce cases. Elizabeth Hicks, a partner and family law
expert at Irwin Mitchell, said the decision was the latest “where single judges have made it plain that spousal
maintenance is no longer a meal ticket
for life. The fact that it is a decision on
Appeal gives it greater weight.”
Ayesha Vardag, President of Vardags,
said: “This reflects a shift in the zeitgeist towards mothers being expected
to get back into the workplace after
divorce. “In a needs case, there's no
gravy train for life. The reality is that
parents work now, male and female,
and everyone's supposed to pull their
weight as soon as possible. Unless the
family's swimming in millions, the
luxury of the stay-at-home Mummy is
fast being confined to history.”

Mr Wright runs an equine hospital
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Row over sugar firms'
links to scientists
A row has erupted about links
between the sugar industry and
scientists who advise government
on obesity. Campaigners argue
the scientists are so heavily influenced by companies that Dracula
is now "in charge of the blood
bank".
The scientists concerned say it is
wrong to assume they are biased
and critics should "learn proper
science". Public Health England
said it welcomed industry
"listening to our best scientists".
The argument was sparked by a
report on the issue in the British
Medical Journal. It claims Prof
Susan Jebb - the government's
obesity tsar, a University of Oxford academic and an expert in a
recent three-part BBC documentary series on obesity - has attracted more than £1.3m of industry funding. This includes
money from Coca-Cola, Unilever
and Cereal Partners. The article

says members of a government
advisory panel - the Scientific
Advisory Committee on Nutrition
(SACN) - are supported by companies such as PepsiCo, Mars and
Nestle. It also claims that of the
40 scientists affiliated with SACN
between 2001 and 2012, just 13
had no connections to the sugar
industry. BMJ editor-in-chief
Fiona Godlee said the investigation showed there was a "network
of relationships between key public health experts and the sugar
industry". She said "these sorts of
links create bias" and "weaken
public health efforts to tackle the
harmful effects of sugar on the
diet".
Prof Simon Capewell, from the
University of Liverpool and an
adviser for the group Action on
Sugar, told the BBC: "I was
shocked, quite honestly; this is
heart-breaking news and basically
it appears a lot of people have

been seriously misled." He said
there would be an "inherent conflict of interest" between profits
and public health. "It's like putting Dracula in charge of the
blood bank," he concluded. But
that is an "insult", "fundamentally
wrong" and shows a "need to
learn some proper science" according to Prof Ian MacDonald,
who led a review of sugar guidelines last year. The draft report,
by SACN, said sugar added to
food or naturally present in fruit
juice and honey should account
for 5% of energy intake - half the
current recommendation.
He said the committee was clearly
not biased as "that draft report is
tougher on sugar than the World
Health Organization report is, or
any other report is". He told reporters he was "not embarrassed"
at advising industry, but acknowledged the general public was
"very sceptical".

"We're
world-respected
scientists
whose opinions are provided to government and to industry; and those
people use that information as they see
fit," he said.

product or ingredient or programme
works then it seems appropriate to me
that they should fund a trial to prove
it, ideally conducted by independent
scientists," she added.

Prof Jebb defended her record, telling
the BBC: "As a scientist my independence and personal credibility are crucial to me. Moreover, everything I do is
aimed at improving public health."She
said there were times when it "makes
good sense" to work with industry. She
cited one project funded by Coca-Cola
that proved its product was ineffective
as an aid to weight loss. "If a company
has genuine reason to believe their

A spokesperson for SACN, in a statement issued through Public Health
England, said: "We welcome that industry is listening to our best scientists
who can tell them what harm sugar is
doing to the nation's health." Prof Jebb
used to run the Medical Research
Council's Human Nutrition Research
unit.
Source: BBC
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NICE 'sets price too high for
NHS medicines'
The price the NHS in England
agrees to pay for new medicines is
too high, causing more harm than
good overall, an analysis suggests.
University of York researchers say
the special cancer drugs fund is
particularly poor value, diverting
money from other patient services.
They argue the drugs advice body,
NICE, has set its price threshold
too high. But NICE says lowering
prices could force the NHS to close
the door on newer therapies. The
health service has to balance the
costs of new treatments alongside
investments made in more routine
care.

would not generally be recommended as cost-effective. But researchers at York say the level
should be closer to £13,000 to provide the most benefit across the
NHS. They argue that when NICE
recommends the purchasing of
drugs at higher prices, funds are
diverted from other services and
could lead to increased deaths from
cancer, heart and lung and gut diseases across the NHS.

A separate pot of money, the cancer
drugs fund, does allow for more
expensive life-extending medications. But the report suggests that
for every healthy year gained by
this fund, five QALYs could be lost
To do this the National Institute for
across the NHS.
Health and Care Excellence (NICE)
uses a measure called quality- 'Price matters'
adjusted life years (QALY). A simiCo-author Prof Karl Claxton said:
lar approach is used in Wales and
"Our research makes the unidentiNorthern Ireland. The formula
fied NHS patients who bear the real
looks at the cost of using a drug for
costs a little more real. The increasa year and weighs it against how
ing pressure to approve new drugs
much someone's life can be extendmore quickly at prices that are too
ed and improved. At current limits,
high will only increase the harm
if a medicine costs more than
done to NHS patients overall."
£20,000 to £30,000 per QALY, it
But Sir Andrew Dillon, chief execu-

tive of NICE, said: "Unless you
think that drug companies will be
prepared to lower their prices in an
unprecedented way, using a threshold of £13,000 per QALY would
mean the NHS closing the door on
most new treatments. At the other
end of the spectrum, we obviously
can't just say yes to anything and
everything. We don't have enough
money - and anyway, not everything is worth having.
'Achieved a balance'
"And drug companies need the discipline of a critical market to make
sure that price matters. Over the
last 16 years, we've achieved a balance between these two extremes
that reflects what we believe the
public expects the NHS to do."
The research is funded by the National Institute of Health Research
and Medical Research Council.
Scotland has a different system for
assessing drugs, used by the Scottish Medicines Consortium.
Source: BBC
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Should parents
be punished for
child obesity?
BY WALLAH ADAMS
Obesity is described as one of the
biggest problems facing mankind.
The small US territory of Puerto
Rico is debating whether to fine
parents who fail to get their children
to lose weight. But would this work
elsewhere?

defined as having a body mass index
- based on the ratio of height to
weight - of more than 30. They
often face accusations of nannystate
-ism and opposition from food and
drink companies as a result.
Attempts have been patchy and
experts are divided on what, if
More than 600 million people, or
anything, works.
13% of the world's adult population,
are obese. The rate more than In the UK, Prime Minister David
doubled between 1980 and 2014, Cameron calls on obese people to
according to the World Health accept help or risk losing benefits.
Organization. The estimated cost to His
Conservatives
Party
is
the global economy is $2tn (£1.3tn), considering whether to reduce or
including £47bn to the UK.
withhold payments worth about
£100 a week for those they consider
National and local governments
could do more to help themselves.
have struggled to address obesity,

The prime minister has asked Prof
Dame Carol Black, an adviser to
the Department of Health, to
examine whether it is appropriate
to withhold benefits from those
who refuse assistance. It comes in
a week when the Tories have been
criticised for failing to deal with tax
avoidance for the richest while
cutting benefits for the poorest.
The Conservatives are seeking to
make £12bn of welfare cuts in the
next parliament. The party has
been looking for ways to make
savings without touching universal
benefits for pensioners, which have
been protected for the past five

years. Similar ideas have been
floated before by Conservativecontrolled Westminster council but
were criticised by Dr Lawrence
Buckman, the British Medical
Association
GP
committee
chairman, as “draconian and silly”.
Under the claimant contract,
guidelines introduced in 2013
mean jobseekers can have their
unemployment benefits withheld if
suspected addiction problems are
preventing them making enough
effort to get into work. When this
was introduced, it was criticised by
charities such as DrugScope, which
warned that the change set a
“dangerous precedent” and would

breach the principles of the NHS
constitution.
However, the new proposals
appear to go further than this,
potentially targeting those on
sickness benefits. Cameron will
say: “Too many people are stuck on
sickness benefits because of issues
that could be addressed but instead
are not. Some have drug or alcohol
problems, but refuse treatment. In
other cases, people have problems
with their weight that could be
addressed, but instead a life on
benefits rather than work becomes
the choice.

Arches business in Brixton on the exit A Company director
jailed for foreign bribes

BY WALLAH ADAMS

A Sussex printing firm's director
has been jailed for three years
after being convicted of bribing
public officials in Africa to win
business contracts.

The future of many Brixton businesses
is in doubt following the announcement
of plans to redevelop the arches on
Atlantic Road and Brixton Station Road.

The businesses in the arches on Atlantic
Road, Brixton Station Road and Railton
Road in Brixton and Herne Hill that are
part of the fabric of the area have been
notified that they have 6 months to
vacate their units to make way for the
regeneration of the area.
The question is where will they go?
The refurbishment is likely to start
towards the end of the year. Network
Rail says the work will take around 12
months to complete, though they still
need to secure planning permission. In
a post on Urban 75, A & C Continental
Grocers deli said they had been told new
units will be available from 2017, “but
there’s no ‘first refusal’ given to us on
the increased new rents that will come
with any new tenancy. We have to apply
like anyone else interested. So it looks
like after over 40 years, its Goodbye A &
C Continental Grocers & hello Pret a
Manger, Waitrose Local etc.”
What happens to these family
businesses while refurbishment work
takes place remains a puzzle. How many
will survive the beyond the 12 months
off trade period is another riddle.

Network Rail said: “Plans are
being prepared and each of the
tenants and leaseholders in these
arches are being contacted to
discuss the plans and how
individual businesses will be
affected. Tenants will need to
vacate the arches later this year
and Network Rail is advising
them early to allow time to plan
for the temporary closure of the
arches for the refurbishment
works.
“Tenants will be supported by
Network Rail with a package of
financial and professional support
including assistance to find
relocation
premises.
It’s
important to add that we are not
looking to turn the arches into a

clone-town and we are aware of
our responsibilities not just to our
tenants but also the rest of
Brixton to get this right.”
Cllr Jack Hopkins, Lambeth
cabinet member for Jobs and
Growth, said: “We want to see the
diversity and individuality of
Brixton maintained alongside any
plans to refurbish the railway
arches. The plans are ultimately a
matter between tenant and
landlord, however we are pushing
Network Rail to provide a
comprehensive support package
and will be holding a meeting
with the existing business tenants
before the end of the month to
discuss the issue.”

Smith and Ouzman Ltd gave
£400,000 in backhanders to officials in Kenya and Mauritania for
deals worth £2.26m to make ballot papers. Sales and marketing
director Nicholas Smith, 43, was
jailed following an earlier trial at
Southwark Crown Court. His father,
Chairman
Christopher
Smith, received an 18-month suspended term. The 72-year-old,
who was convicted of two counts
of corruptly agreeing to make
payments, was told he would have
to carry out 250 hours of unpaid
work and given a three month
curfew. His son was found guilty
of three counts of the same
charge. Both men were also disqualified from being company
directors for six years, and have
resigned from the company.
Smith and Ouzman, based in
Eastbourne, which specialises in
security documents such as ballot
papers and certificates, was also
convicted of the same three offences and will be sentenced at a
later date.

It is the first time a British company has been found guilty of
bribing foreign agents, and followed an investigation by the Serious Fraud Office (SFO). It targeted Kenya just after the 2007
political and humanitarian crisis,
which was sparked by election
malpractice and cost 1,300 lives
and displaced 600,000 people.
Judge David Higgins said the case
bore the marks of "tragedy", and
the pair were guilty of a
"premeditated, pre-planned, sophisticated and very serious"
crime. "In short, your behaviour
was cynical, deplorable and deeply anti-social and suggests, at
least in this context, moral turpitude," he said. The company's
former international sales manager, Timothy Forrester, 57, was
acquitted of three counts of making corrupt payments, while sales
agent Abdirahman Omar, 38, was
cleared of one count of corruptly
agreeing to make payments in
relation to a contract in Somaliland. In a statement following the
sentencing, the company said it
fully accepted accountability for
the actions of its directors and
apologised unreservedly.
Source: Evening Standard
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Police and your rights

of a lack of evidence. By allowing the police into your home you are effectively
signing your own search warrant. And
granting the police permission to take
anything from your home that they feel
could help prosecute you later. Regardless of the purpose of the police visit
(unless it is to deliver bad news), if they
have received a report against you, they
are looking for a reason to turn those
allegations into an arrest. And don’t think
for one moment they are interested in
hearing your ‘side of the story’ either.
They are not there for YOU. They
are there for your accuser.

Police requesting permission to enter a premises
Many believe that if a uniformed
officer (or PCSO) knock at the
door they have an automatic
right to enter our homes. Or, if
they ask to be let in and you
refuse, you have committed an
offence…
The reality however is very different. Because by inviting a
police officer into your home
you are granting them extra
powers and diminishing your
own rights. The police know
this, which is why they are always keen to persuade people to
allow them in. Their forceful
knock will nearly always be followed by a blunt demand for
entry. But without a search warrant or justifiable cause, the
police have NO powers to enter
your home and there are several
reasons why it pays to keep

them locked outside.

the accusations of others, they
won’t hesitate to use it.

Firstly, there is the matter
of intelligence gathering
Secondly, there is the crucial matter of search and
That is intelligence gathering by
seizure.
the police on anything they believe to be crime related. If the If you have invited the police in
police enter your home and see and you are subsequently arrestanything that they regard as ed (or they have strong suspisuspicious – wrongly or rightly cions a crime has been or is
– it will be recorded on intelli- about to be committed) they can
gence files back at the police conduct a search of your premisstation. Did they see anything in es and seize anything they deem
the house they believe could be as evidence WITHOUT A
stolen? Does anything in the SEARCH WARRANT.
house suggest that the occuIn many cases the police rely on
pants may be engaging in illegal
the occupants allowing them in
activity? Could the occupant’s
so that they don’t have to go to
children be suffering abuse:
the trouble of obtaining a warverbal, mental or physical? If
rant. A warrant that in all likelithere is anything at all inside
hood would have been denied by
your home the police could use
a Justice of the Peace, because
against you, or could strengthen

Regardless if it is a spiteful neighbour,
bitter ex or vengeful third party, the police will only entertain your side of the
story IF IT VILIFIES YOU EVEN FURTHER. Armed with nothing but hearsay
the police will expect access to your
home, turning your living room into an
interrogation suite, attempting an ad hoc
interview without any legal representation in the hope you will confess to whatever allegations have been made, regardless of how specious or outrageous they
may be. However, if you ever find yourself in a situation where yourself or a
family member have mistakenly invited
the police into your home, and they are
not going to arrest you, THEN THE MOMENT YOU TELL THEM TO LEAVE,
THEY MUST DO SO.

they approach your door, you should
NEVER EVER lower your guard or allow
them inside unless they have a warrant,
or just cause. In fact, not allowing them
into your home doesn’t go far enough…
For maximum protection you should not
even OPEN THE DOOR TO THE POLICE.
Refusing to open the door to cold calling
police officers is not an offence. You are
not obliged to answer the door to anyone
without a genuine entry or search warrant. But the police are so used to people
inviting them in, that they believe it is
their automatic right, and will often unlawfully barge into the homes of people
who open their doors, and then lie about
it later, claiming that the occupant
‘invited them in’.
If the police come to your door, the safest
method of dealing with them is to speak
to them from a nearby window. One they
cannot force entry through if their unlawful demands to be allowed in are refused.
Ask them the purpose of their visit. If
they insist you open the door, refuse unless they show a valid search warrant or
give a justifiable reason as to why that
door should be opened.
Remember, your right to silence is inalienable. It cannot be used against you if
you have not been arrested and you have
a right to tell the police to leave your
property whenever you deem it appropriate. If they refuse, report them. Call 101
and ask to speak to their superior, line
manager or sergeant. Usually the threat
of speaking to their superiors should be
enough to have bullying officers scurrying
away from your property.

They cannot detain you in your own
home and demand you answer questions
about spurious allegations. If they make
you feel uncomfortable and you decide
you want them gone, or off your doorstep,
then any refusal of theirs to leave could
constitute as oppressive conduct and
For your own security, never let Police
trespass. Remember, the police are adept
into your home.
at finding the very worst in the very best
of people, and regardless of how affable Source: your civil law
and informal any police officer is when

Shattered Glass to Chandelier
BY MESHACK POND

M

y name is Meshack separated from our mother for
Pond (32) I am from a few years when she was
West London, Eng- jailed. Let’s just say I didn’t
land.
have the best of starts to life –
In 1982 I was born into pov- it is the ‘Shattered glass’ eleerty and raised by a family of ment of my concept.
thieves.
Despite my broken backI am the second son, third ground, however, I believe in
child of eight children (born dreams, I believe in destiny
on the 2/3/82), brought up by and I believe the ‘great creaa single parent mother in the tor’ is responsible for them
notorious neighbourhood Mo- both – he is the architect of
zart – a community blighted all. My life was going noby drugs, crime and inequali- where; in fact it was actually
ties. My chaotic childhood deteriorating. I was disillusaw me hospitalised for sioned, disorientated and
months when I accidentally drifting in what I call ‘the
spilt sizzling hot oil over my ocean of darkness’ for almost
leg, it saw me and my brothers a decade. Growing up in a
and sisters taken into care and culture of criminality influmonitored by social services enced my behaviour and reas a result, and we were also sulted in me being arrested,

charged and found guilty two
times for robbery; the judge
told me that if it were not for
my glowing character references she had all intentions of
incarcerating me; and that I
should be in no doubt whatsoever that if I appeared before
the court for any such offence
again, I should expect to be
jailed.
I believe the great creator is
responsible for repairing and
rescuing me on numerous
occasions. For example, about
ten years ago I was seconds
away from being savagely
stabbed and beaten to death
for something I knew nothing
about, nor had anything whatsoever to do with. In my hour
of darkness, when my friend
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fled and danger drew near, the
great creator was with me and
found a way to save me. In the
grand scheme of life he also
came to my rescue two years
ago and corrected my course.
In 2012 something happened
to me that not only changed
my direction of travel but also
completely changed my life – I
call it ‘my magic moment’ because it was as if the great
creator summoned me to
search for my greatness. So
what happened? What was
that ‘magic moment’?
I led my group to glory in a
musical team building exercise at the Emirates stadium,
Continued on page 9

Meshack Pond , ‘The Chosen One’
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What I wish I knew when I was 20
forget what I had learnt. Because of the formation I had, I moved away from my comfort zone. I secured jobs where I could not
make any contribution. Demoralisation followed as a result of frustration and underperformance. You will expect your manager
to get rid of you when he gets the right candidate.
As with most things in life, there are certain
things that I really wish I'd known when I
was starting out. Here is some piece of advice that will help you build a rewarding career.
Get as much work experience as possible
Work experience gives you the chance to test
the water and see if the reality of a particular
job lives up to your expectations. It's also a
way of making contacts and could even lead
to your first job. With fierce competition for
jobs, some employers will look for work experience as standard.

Image of a graduate

Keep an open mind when it comes to
job hunting

BY BABA YASS
The difference between a thriving professional and an eternal job seeker could be
down to career choice.
There is nothing worse than embarking on
a wrong job in a wrong industry. The problem is not necessarily your experience and
skills, but the lack of motivation that is
translated into your poor performance.
I spent more than 15 years moving from job
to job without any progress and promotion.
I sat on the same chair with the same job
title sometimes for more than five years. In
some positions, my job only lasted a month.
I thought that I was useless, I was not intelligent enough. I was demoralised. I could
see my work colleagues moving grade in
pay cheque and job title.
Today I am in the position to look back and
reflect on what went wrong.
Choose courses and training according to your strengths
Although I knew myself, I believed I could
just acquire new skills and get a well-paid
job. I learnt things that had nothing to do
with my personality. As a result, I became
average as I could in a short period of time

Carried from page 8
but it was not only the external reaction of the crowd that took me
aback but also the internal impact it
had on me. It was a euphoric moment that brought my dream to the
fore; some may want to liken it to
seeing the light at the end of the
tunnel but to me, after all those
years being marooned and drifting
in the ocean of darkness, it was like
finally spotting a lighthouse in the

First jobs come about most of the times in
the most unexpected ways. A part time job or
temp position very often becomes a permanent job. A one day a week job could take
you into an industry of your dream. Be prepared and take every opportunity to learn
about the industry and then the job, because
there may be other vacancies in the company
that are not advertised outside.
Stand out from the crowd
Recruiters get hundreds of applications from
candidates with similar qualifications and
experience. It's important to produce something a bit different to get noticed. Be good
at what you claim is your strength.
Build your network
As a young graduate the thought of networking seemed daunting. However, it is definitely worth being part of a good network as it
can open doors. Going to networking events
and talking to industry people is a good thing
as it develops awareness of what is in the job
market but importantly, it gives you some
industry backgrounds. It is also worth approaching key speakers at the end of an
event and following up with specific questions and feedback on email.

distance, a destination.
Ecstatic at my discovery, emotionally charged and energised by the
rapturous reception of my performance I was compelled to begin an
internal investigation, to set sail and
steer towards that light, to search
for my greatness – at once!
My life has been on an upward trajectory ever since and my investigation has inspired many more marvellous memories and discoveries. It
has led me to meet some truly kind
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Is this Britain's cleverest girl?
Ten-year-old is accepted on
university course to study
maths degree despite not going to school
She spends her spare time in a
similar way to many other ten
-year-old girls - playing with
Barbie dolls and making loom
bands. But the key difference
between Esther Okade and
other children her age is that
she has been accepted to
study for a university maths
degree - despite not going to
school. Esther, from Walsall,
West Midlands, has enrolled
on an Open University course
months after she passed her A
-levels - and wants to study
for a PhD before running her
own bank.
The girl, who gained a C grade
in her maths GCSE aged six,
has joined the course which
started this month. Her
younger brother Isiah is already studying for his A-levels
- also aged six. The siblings
are both home-schooled by
their mother Omonefe, who
has converted the living room
of their semi-detached, threebedroom house into a makeshift classroom. Mathematician Mrs Okade, 37, said:
‘Esther is doing so well. She
took a test recently and scored
100 per cent. Applying to the
university was an interesting
process because of her age.

‘We even had to talk to the
vice-chancellor. After they
interviewed her they realised
that this has been her idea
from the beginning. From the
age of seven Esther has wanted to go to university. ‘But I
was afraid it was too soon. She
would say, “Mum, when am I
starting?”, and go on and on
and on. Finally, after three
years she told me, “Mum, I
think it is about time I started
university now”.’

and inspiring people along the way
who have taught me and strengthened me. It has stimulated even
more tributes of an outstanding
nature with regard to my endeavours, and has even given me the
honour of donning the late great
Nelson Mandela (R.I.P) 2005 Rugby
world cup winning springbok jersey
recently. That magic moment made
me determined to defend my
dream... and great things keep happening to me now my dream is at

University student, Esther Okade, age, 10
Mrs Okade added that
Esther - who will study
for her degree at home was ‘flying’ and ‘so happy’
when she was accepted by
the university, and wants
to be a millionaire. She
said: ‘For now we want
her to enjoy her childhood as well as her
maths. By the time she
was four I had taught her
the alphabet, her numbers, and how to add,
subtract, multiply and
division.
‘I saw that she loved patterns so developed a way
of using that to teach her
new things. I thought I
would try her with algebra, and she loved it more
than anything.’

December that she had
been accepted onto the
course.

Her father Paul, 42, a
managing director, added: ‘I cannot tell you how
happy and proud I am as
a father. The desire of
every parent is to see
their children exceed
them, and take the family
name to great heights,
and my children have
done just that.’
In 1981 Ruth Lawrence,
of Brighton, became the
youngest person to pass
the exam for Oxford University, as a ten-year-old and graduated aged 13
with a first-class degree
in maths.

Now aged 43 and a marEsther stunned her parried mother-of-two, Mrs
ents last year when she
Lawrence is an associate
achieved a B grade in her
professor of maths at the
pure maths A-level.
Einstein
Institute
of
She applied to the Open Mathematics, at the HeUniversity last August - brew University of Jeruand after a phone inter- salem.
view, an essay and an
Daily Mail
exam, she was told in

the centrepiece of my life.
I have a marvellous and magnificent
story to tell you about how I have
used the ‘power of the pen’ and the
‘power of perspective’ to discover
my ‘purpose’. I will show you concrete evidence of some of the magical moments, memories and milestones I have been able to achieve
with the help of the great creator. I
wish to share some of my insights
and teach you techniques such as
the RELEASE strategy I used to

overcome tribulation, transform
and to triumph against the odds.
Shattered Glass to Chandelier is a
story I wish to share with you as I
am convinced that the great creator
has given me a second chance in
life, a vision, a mission and will
bring it into fruition...with the right
mindset and measures I am proof
that you can make it happen!
My life story and message are the
same, Shattered Glass to Chandelier; search for your greatness!
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Book launch of revered coach and healer, Rachanaa Jain

Summary
Rachanaa Jain is launching her
debut book about turning your
dreams into reality and to stop
procrastinating releasing in April
2015 which will go viral internationally. This book will be available in all the leading libraries
such as Cambridge, Oxford, Trinity College in Dublin and the National Libraries of Scotland and
Wales. Also it will be available at
the London Book Fair in April
2015. This book will enable readers to change their perceptions
that inhibit and limit their efforts
to change dreams into reality.
5th March, 2015: From the popular life-coach, healer, speaker,
entrepreneur and author Rachanaa Jain. This book will be
available worldwide in stores
from 18th April, 2015 onwards and is priced at £19.99
only and is available to buy
online
at

www.rachanaajain.com. It
is the latest non-fiction, self-help
book comprising a total of 118
pages, this book deals with the
most commonly faced problems
by almost all people at some
point. Serial Entrepreneur, best-

selling Author and Lingerie Tycoon Michelle Mone has quoted
in this book. Procrastination
causes nothing more than anxiety
and stress at the last minute of
the deadline. Even though most
of us can evaluate that putting off
our important tasks will only have
serious implications, we all seem
to get stuck with at times.
Rachanaa Jain has put forward a
very effective solution to prevent
people from trenches of procrastination that only hinders our true
success in her latest book. Moreover, putting off work for later and
finishing up in the last minute
only deprecates the quality of our
work. This often gives us a bad
reputation with colleagues, family
and friends and may even get us
into serious troubles. Rachanaa
Jain, who is herself a strong believer in Karmas, has also presented her readers, a step by step
system on how to have an
“attitude of gratitude”, which she
believes is the secret recipe for
success in life.
The life mantra followed by this
young entrepreneur and NLP
practitioner is, “Dreams are within reach, all you have to do is visualize, create an action plan and

Book Launch Party Venue:

The Centre Banqueting, Southall, UK
Date: 18th April 2015
Time: From 7pm
the universe will guide you through the next steps to
make it a reality”. This message also comes through in
her new book as well. In this book, readers will find
helpful ways in which they can overcome their intrinsic
fears that enables them to further procrastinate and
keeps them from attaining true success. Rachanaa also
shares a system in her book ways in which one can find
faith in oneself and discover their true self worth. Thus,
enabling people to emerge as more confident and proactive individuals, this will ensure long term success in
people’s lives. Rachanaa says “The art of living is giving”
and 5% of the proceeds of her book will go to a Charity
called “Give India”.

www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_sxclick&hosted_button_id=2B3FJ3564L5UL

Readers can hope to achieve an effective and healthy
“mind diet” from this book, that will help them heal
their soul, body and mind. The book provides guiding
steps by which people can find the motivation of getting
out of their comfort zone and trying out new things.
Everyone is invited at her Book Launch Party which
is at The Centre Banqueting, Southall, UK on
18th April 2015 from 7pm. Everyone is invited
and you can buy your early tickets at: https://

Contact Information

About the Author
Rachanaa Jain is an author, experienced healer, certified Reiki Master, Pranic Healer, Numerologist, Tarot
Card Reader, Fengshui and Vaastu Shastra expert. She
has years of experience and a life-coach and speaker.
She founded her company Devine Messages Limited
after she had an intuitive feelings of helping others
through her understanding and wisdom of reading people naturally, understanding auras and energies and
guiding persons to achieve their goals.

Website: www.rachanaajain.com
Email: jainrachanaa@gmail.com
Contact No.: +44 7479 932 437/ +44
7800 863 533
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Clampdown
on cold call
companies
The government is planning to impose fines of
up to £500,000 on the
companies behind cold
calls and nuisance text
messages.

-based Tetrus Telecoms
after ruling its high volume of text messages
about PPI and accident
claims did not meet the
legal threshold of causing "substantial damage
The move follows tens
or substantial distress".
of thousands of complaints about cold call- Now, following a sixing. Currently, firms can week public consultaonly be punished if the tion, that threshold is to
Information Commis- be removed according
sioner can prove a call to digital economy mincaused
"substantial ister Ed Vaizey. He said:
damage or substantial "For far too long comdistress". But from April panies have bombarded
6, that legal require- people with unwanted
ment is to be removed. marketing calls and
More than 175,000 texts, and escaped puncomplaints were made ishment because they
to
the
Information did not cause enough
Commissioner's Office harm. This change will
(ICO) last year about make it easier for the
nuisance calls and text Information Commismessages.
sioner's Office to take
action against offenders
'Spammers' licence'
and send a clear mesThe government says sage to others that harthe number of com- assing consumers with
plaints has risen in the nuisance calls or texts is
past decade and the just not on." It will now
issue is particularly be up to the ICO to asacute for the elderly and sess when a serious conhousebound as such travention has taken
calls can cause distress place.
and anxiety. In a speech
'Everyday menace'
earlier this month, Information Commission- The Department of Culer Christopher Graham ture, Media and Sport
described the current (DCMS) said it was
law as "a licence for "committed" to dealing
spammers and scam- with the problem of
mers" and appealed for nuisance calls, and that
more powers. The ICO it was looking to introcan take action against duce mandatory caller
companies who flout line identification so
rules on direct market- that all marketing calling, and says it has is- ers would have to dissued penalties totalling play their telephone
£815,000 to nine firms numbers. It also consince January 2012. But firmed that it will look
it has been powerless to at introducing measures
target other firms be- to hold board level exechind a large number of utives responsible for
unsolicited
calls
or nuisance calls and texts.
texts. It had tried to
This follows a report
argue that companies
last December from a
which make a large
task force looking at the
number of calls could
problem, which called
breach the regulations
for a review of the rules
because
of
the
in order to act as a
"cumulative effect" of
stronger deterrent to
their actions. But a trirogue companies.
bunal upheld an appeal
against a £300,000 fine
imposed on Manchester
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Front page story
However, this demonstration has been criticised as scandalous,
shameful; a scam orchestrated by the ruling
power to harangue
General
Muhammad
Buhari (rtd)’s speech
on
“Prospects for
Democratic Consolidation in Africa: Nigeria's
Transition,” at the Royal Institute of International Affairs, Chatham
House, London.
In the video footage
recorded by a citizen
journalist, who secretly
filmed a conversation
with one of the major
organizers
of
the
“protest”, a female protester confessed to being paid for the assignment by President
Goodluck Jonathan's
people in London. A
second
video
was
filmed by Rose P. Graham who co Presents
‘PolitricksWithKO’ on
BEN-TV in London.
In the footage, an organizer named "Abi"
disclosed
that
her
group was bussed from
Manchester to the
Chatham House venue
of General Muhammadu Buhari's speech.
“That is what I do,” she
says on the video, repeatedly saying she
would give the reporter
her phone number if he
wanted to discuss a
similar deal.
She said her group
comprised university
graduates studying for
their Masters degrees,
and suggested the reporter watch out for
how eloquently they
would express themselves
when interviewed.
However, when questioned by reporters
about why they were
demonstrating, none of
them could justify their
participation.

tioned by a female reporter about the reason
for the protest answered:” I don’t really
know”. None of them
knew what the former
military head of state
did wrong to be barred
from ruling the country
again.
SaharaReporters also
released a memo written by one Chief Peter
Mozie, who likewise
was mobilizing people
to rally against Buhari
in London. Addressed
to Professor Nick Eze,
the Director of the Civil
Society and Support
Group of the Jonathan
presidential campaign,
he offered his services
for $20,000.
It is sad that a protest,
which gives power to
the masses and increases the visibility of
a good cause, is being
misused for personal
gain.
Whether paid by Jonathan’s people or playing a political game to
discredit a presidential
candidate, if the story
in this footage is true, it
will be a real setback to
democracy. It will be
bad for Africa, who
needs to move away
from violence and use
democratic means to
achieve its development. Demonstrations
have been used recently to stop some leaders
from changing the constitution of their country and cling to power.
Some victims of public
demonstration
are
Blaise Compaore, who
has fled Burkina Faso
after 27 years in power,
and Joseph Kabila of
DRC who has now halted the constitution
change.

What is worrying in
this footage is that if
these young people
could accept to trade
their
conscience
against pounds sterling
in this part of the
In the video titled world, how much more
“Exclusive Video Evi- likely would they do so
dence:
‘Anti-Buhari’ when they lead Africa?
Activists At Chatham
House Were Rented”
available at kaaf.com,
five protesters ques-

AFRO LONDON BUSINESS CLUB

You are cordially invited to the launch of the
AFRO LONDON BUSINESS CLUB (“ALBC”)
on Saturday 18 April 2015.
The club offers professional support to its
members in a comfortable venue.
ALBC is a platform for business networking
and an opportunity to empower local small
businesses.

The launch will be marked by a series of conferences, exhibitions and products-launch by
professionals.

ALBC
LAUNCH & EXIHIBITION

VENUE: HILTON HOTEL
LONDON BRIDGE SE1 2BY

Come and find out more about the financial
benefits of becoming a member.

Contact: 07748 32 03 87, 07853 41 42 89.

Places are limited. Register now to avoid
disappointment
Log on to our website
www.afrolondonnews.com to register or
send email to admin@afrolondonnews.com

The following Exhibition Stands
packages are available.
Exclusive Stand Package
Benefit: 3 month free full page advert, 10 minutes talk during the conference, a table for expo + a year membership

Rising Star stand package
Benefit: 3 month free half page advert, 10 minutes talk, a
table for expo+ a year membership

Premium stand package
Benefit: 3 month free quarter page advert, 5 minutes talk a
table for expo +a year membership

Premium Economy stand Package
Benefit: 3 month free classified page advert, a table for
expo + a year membership

CALL 07748320387 FOR DETAILS
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HOUSING

8,000 social homes lost in a decade
Darren Johnson AM, Chair
of the Housing Committee,
said:

authorities and housing associations decide how to
manage the refurbishment of many of London’s social housing estates. In the last ten years around 50
former council estates across London have been
granted planning permission for substantial regeneration (including demolition and rebuild of some
homes).

“Market homes play an
important role in unlocking investment to plough
into creating decent social
homes, but the extent of
the housing crisis means
we need homes for all income groups, not just the
well-heeled.

While there has been an increase in the number of
proposed houses in the capital, the proportion to
social rent has been shrinking.

BY WALLAH ADAMS
Estate regeneration schemes are leading to more looks at how to improve the process of regenerathomes being built – but there is an overall de- ing housing estates – including the decision of
councils or housing associations to either renocline in those available for social rent.
vate or demolish the estate. Sustained population
The report ‘Knock It Down or Do It Up?’, from
growth and fast rising land values are bringing a
the London Assembly’s Housing Committee,
new set of considerations into the way local

Tenure

Existing

Proposed

Social rent

30,431

22,135

Affordable rent

46

1,832

Intermediate

550

7,471

Market

3,186

36,163

Total

34, 213

67, 601

The above table shows the number of units given
planning permission anytime between 2004 and
2014. ‘Major schemes’ is defined as estate regeneration schemes where there were 15 or more existing
units, including at least 10 affordable. The London
Assembly obtained this data from the GLA’s London
Development Database.

Social care system in rapid decline, warns Age UK

SOCIAL CARE

Spending on adult social care
has fallen by £1.1bn since 2010,
leaving hundreds of thousands
of older people without support.
Between 2010 and 2014, older
people receiving home care fell
from 542,965 to 370,630 or
31.7 per cent while Day care
places plummeted by 66.9 per
cent from 178,700 to 59,125.
The numbers of older people
who receive vital equipment
and adaptions to help remain
safely at home has dropped by
41.6 per cent

Carer chats to older lady

BY WALLAH ADAMS

What’s also clear is that the
most popular regeneration
schemes are those where
councils and housing associations genuinely engage
existing residents in decisions, rather than taking
important decisions about
people’s family homes
from behind closed doors.
We also heard of some
examples where providers
have gone the extra mile to
work with their communities
on
regeneration
schemes, and I hope councils, housing associations
and residents will be able
to use the report to build a
two-way dialogue.”

These cutbacks have had dire
consequences for vulnerable
older people. Two thirds of
those who struggle to eat unaided are not receiving any help
and one in three who find it
difficult to go to the toilet are
not receiving any assistance.
George McNamara, Head of
Policy and Public Affairs at Alz-

heimer's Society said:
'It is absurd that social care
services which help prevent
people from reaching crisis
point are given such low priority, with budgets and local authorities reaching breaking
point. This winter the NHS's
ability to cope with everincreasing demand has been
fundamentally called into question, yet politicians continue to
shy away from confronting the
root cause of this crisis. The
evidence is incontrovertible:
until we provide adequate support to older people with conditions such as dementia in the
community our hospitals will
continue to pick up the pieces.
'We urge all three parties to
take action to address the historic underfunding of social
care and respond to the challenges of an ageing population.'

What's on?
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

For your diary
Date: Saturday 18 April 2015
Time: 2pm-6pm
Official launch of Afro London Business Club (“ALBC”) at Hilton
Hotel, London Bridge
5 More Place, Tooley Street , London SE1 2BY
Places are limited.

Register now to avoid disappointment
www.afrolondonnews.com or
email admin@afrolondonnews.com

Advertise with Afro London
The Afro Caribbean Community paper
Try our service
Your adverts will also appear on our website

Tel. 020 7863 7840
Email to admin@afrolondonnews.com

Booking and further information contact: 08456002421
Email: fmg@peacemaker-international,org

North Africa Construction Week 2015
Wednesday, 25 March 2015 - 8:30am to Friday, 27 March 2015 6:00pm

36 Gordon Square, London, WC1H 0PD

With profound grief and
sorrow we regret the
demise of our beloved
father

SAMUEL MAYO
on 13 February 2015.
May his soul rest in
peace.
We will never forget
him, especially his wise
counsel and expressions.
The Mayo's Family
thank you all; families,
friends and acquaintances for your spiritual,
moral and financial support. May the Lord bless
you all!

Dr. Wanzola

SAMUEL MAYO
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Africa Unity: Mugabe revives Gaddafi's dream

Z

imbabwean
president
claims a continental bloc
united under one figurehead is needed to move
Africa into global super

league
The muscular display of power and
pageantry at the inauguration in
Washington may be watched by envious eyes around the world. Not least
among those who yearn to build another USA – the United States of
Africa – under a single president.
Such was the dream of Muammar
Gaddafi, a quixotic project that appeared to have died with the Libyan
dictator but has now been rekindled
by the Zimbabwean president, Robert Mugabe.
Speaking in Harare after meeting
Benin's president, Thomas Boni Yayi,
who is the outgoing African Union
(AU) chairman, Mugabe argued that
a figurehead is needed to move Africa
beyond regional blocs and into the
global super league.
"Get them to get out of the regional
shell and get into one continental
shell," he was quoted as saying by the
state-owned Herald newspaper. "The
continent of Africa: this is what we
must become. And there, we must
also have an African head. He was
talking of the president of Africa. Yes,
we need one. We are not yet there.
"This is what we must go and discuss,
but we must also discuss the issues

that divide us." The AU holds its latest summit this week in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. Mugabe, 88, warned that
Africans are not as united as was
expected by the founders of the AU's
predecessor, the Organisation of African Unity, half a century ago.

the continent's conflicts and defying
the west, but it failed to secure
enough support from his African
counterparts. Some suspected that
Gaddafi wanted the job for himself –
a charge that Mugabe is hardly likely
to dodge.

"We really have not become integrated as an African people into a real
union," he said. "And this is the worry, which my brother has, and the
worry I have; the worry perhaps others also have. That we are not yet at
that stage which was foretold by our
fathers when they created this organisation."

There is a case for challenging borders that were drawn up by European
imperialists and which continue to
inhibit travel and trade. But critics
say the notion of uniting 54 countries
with their thousands of languages
and ethnicities is currently untenable. In fact some parts of Africa have
been moving in the opposite direction and seeking local autonomy.
The founding fathers had a vision of
Economies are moving at very differa continent united politically, ecoent speeds.
nomically and culturally, he added.
"We are not there yet. As we stand Lindiwe Zulu, international relations
here people will look at us, as me adviser to South African president
Anglophone, him Francophone, you Jacob Zuma, said: "I don't foresee a
see. There is also Lusophone, but we single United States of Africa with a
are Africans first and foremost. Afri- single president because we are so
cans, Africans. Look at our skin.
diverse politically and otherwise. It is
very desirable in the long term but I
"That's our continent, we belong to
don't see it any time soon. There is a
one continent. We may, by virtue of
lot more to be done. We are still agohistory, have been divided by certain
nising over sovereignty."
boundaries and especially by colonialism. But our founding fathers in She added: "When you call for one
1963 showed us the way and we must president, you are calling for ministake up that teaching that we got in ters to serve under them, one parlia1963. That we are one and we must ment and one legislative process.
There are too many things that divide
be united."
us on political, social and economic
A United States of Africa spanning levels. We need to have a common
Cape Town and Cairo was proposed agenda and approach to human
by Gaddafi in 1999 as a way of ending

Italy handed 13.7 M euros for Mediterranean mission
The European Commission announced on
Thursday, 19 February
that it was extending its
rescue mission in the
Mediterranean Sea off
Italy until at least the
end of the year. It also
granted Rome extra
funding to deal with an
influx of migrants from
Africa and the Middle
East. When Italy wound
down its costly Mare
Nostrum operation in
November last year the
European Commission
launched
Operation
Triton managed by the
European Union's border control agency
Frontex. It was only
expected to run for a
few months with greatly
reduced funds, fewer
ships and a smaller
operational area than
Mare Nostrum.

rights and development before
we can talk about one president.
We need to deal with democracy
on the continent and leaders who
think beyond themselves."

tom economically rather than
imposing a notion of unity from
the top down; it's absurd.
"It is a dream of totalitarian fantasists, not the people. Africa is
becoming increasingly local. I'm
in Kenya at the moment and the
forthcoming election is all about
ethnic arithmetic."

Richard Dowden, director of the
Royal African Society, said: "The
idea that one government could
rule the whole of Africa at this
stage is silly and unworkable.
Source: The Guardian
They need to build from the bot-

Pistorius granted new
privileges in Pretoria jail
BY JEAN-J CORNISH
Paralympian Oscar Pistorius,
who is serving a five-year jail
sentence for the manslaughter
of his lover, has been granted
new privileges. Pistorius becomes eligible for release to
house-arrest in August but the
state is appealing against his
acquittal for murder.

Thousands young people put their at risk to reach Europe
But the flow of migrants
arriving spurred by the
turbulence in the Middle
East and Africa looks set to
increase prompting the

commission to hand Italy
13.7 million euros of emergency funding, which came
on top of more than 500
million euros earmarked

for Rome for the 20142020 period.
This year, more than 5,000
migrants have already arrived in Italy.

At Kgosi Mampuru prison in
Pretoria, where the double amputee is in special accommodation, Pistorius has been upgraded to category A inmate from
category B. The prison authorities have decided he poses little
threat to security. This means
he is allowed more visitors and
may hug and kiss them, wear
jewellery, keep a radio in his cell
and make more personal telephone calls. He is also allowed

to have a hobby and may spend
more money on toiletries and
snacks. The family of Reeva
Steenkamp, whom he shot and
killed two years ago, are reportedly unhappy about the development. Her uncle, Mike
Steenkamp, says the correctional services department evidently
has a short memory about what
Pistorius did. Pistorius admits
shooting Steenkamp but says he
mistook her for an intruder.
Judge Thokozile Masipa found
his firing through a closed bathroom door amounted to culpable homicide. A Pistorius family
source say his new status has
boosted the jailed athlete’s spirits. His most frequent visitors
are his brother Carl and sister
Aimee.
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NORTH AFRICA
ALGERIA:

Hundreds of female religious guides have been at

the forefront of Algeria's battle against Islamic radicalisation since
the civil war that devastated the North African country in the 1990s.
Their aim is to steer women away from false preachers promoting
radical forms of Islam. The surge of the Islamic State group in Syria
and Iraq, and in Libya next door, as well as the growing influence of
al-Qaeda-linked militants and Salafists, has them working around the clock.

EGYPT:

A total of 4,122 Egyptians have flown back to Egypt

aboard EgyptAir until 27 February, Foreign ministry added in a
statement, emphasising the continuity of transporting Egyptians
through Ras Jedir checkpoint on the Libyan-Tunisian borders. The
remaining 21,407 Egyptians have crossed into Egypt through the
Salloum border crossing. The evacuation of Egyptians comes after a
video surfaced earlier this month showing the beheadings of 20 Egyptian nationals.

GAMBIA:
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The Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of

Finance and Economic Affairs, Abdoulie Jallow, on 26 February
presided over the official opening of the GPPA's daylong training workshop on introduction to public procurement for highlevel officials, funded by the EU.

GHANA:

Ghana secures $1bn IMF loan in bid to revive

economy. But President Mahama's administration has a tough
job ahead implementing austerity measures - a likely increase
in fuel prices as a 17% petroleum tax is imposed, a freeze on
hiring public sector workers and an end to costly energy subsidies.

GUINEA:

Initial results of a clinical trial of the experi-

mental drug favipiravir suggest that it can reduce mortality
among patients with low levels of the Ebola virus in their blood,
but is ineffective for patients with high viral loads who are very
sick with the disease.

LIBYA: Two of the most powerful members of the United Na-

LIBERIA:

tions Security Council are rejecting Libya's call to lift a UN arms
embargo so it can defend itself against the Islamic State group. US
and UK say the chaotic country needs a national unity government
first.

has suspended three of its members without pay and mandated
two others to write to plenary a letter of apology for their actions. Representatives Roland Cooper, Henry Fahnbulleh and

MOROCCO:
The Saharawi Government has called on the international community, notably the UN, to open "an urgent investigation" into Morocco's violations of human rights in the occupied territories of
Western Sahara, said Ambassador in Algeria Mr. Brahim Ghali.

SUDAN:

The total annual amount sent by expatriates to their

families in Sudan, dropped from $ 3 billion in 2011, to $400 million
last year. In a workshop held in Khartoum on 24 February, Khalid
Hussein reported that about 90 percent of the remittances come
from Arab countries, and are spent on health, education, and consumption, rather than production.

The Security Council has extended the United Nations peacekeeping
force in Abyei - a resource-rich area contested by Sudan and South
Sudan - as part of the Organization's ongoing efforts to maintain
peace and protect civilians in the disputed territory.
Democratic transition in Tunisia is an example

worth following not only for the Arab world, but also for the entire
world," Under-Secretary of the United Nations and Executive Director of the United Nations Population Fund Babatunde Osotimehin said.

WEST AFRICA
BURKINA FASO:

Samuel Korgar have been suspended.

MALI:

Foreign Affairs Minister Ramtane Lamamra af-

firmed Monday that "the incidents that have recently occurred
in Mali are not synonymous with a failure to comply with the
agreement of Algeria concluded between the Malian antagonists," underlining that "the implementation of such an agreement takes time."

MAURITANIA:

Mauritanian filmmaker Abderrah-

mane Sissako is to be the president of the short films jury at this
year's Cannes Film Festival, the organisers announced on Tuesday 17 February. Sissako's Timbuktu is currently in the running
for an Oscar and for the French cinema award, the César.

NIGER: WFP and partners plan to carry out food distribu-

SOUTH SUDAN:

TUNISIA:

The plenary of the House of Representatives

Burkina Faso's Prime Minister Yacou-

ba Isaac Zida asserted, on 25 February, his country's "will to make
the most of the Tunisian experience in matters of democratic transition and foster its relations with Tunisia in several fields," he said
during his meeting with Prime Minister Habib Essid.

COTE D’IVOIRE: West African nations pledged this week
at a high-level meeting in Côte d'Ivoire to step up efforts aimed at
resolving the situation of hundreds of thousands of stateless people
in the region.
Football- President Alassane Ouattara hosted the 2015 Africa
champions at his Presidential Palace in Abidjan on Tuesday, to reward their successful continental campaign. Each player was granted a house with a value of € 46,000 as well as the
same amount in cash, while Elephants’ coach Hervé Renard received more than € 114,000 for
leading the country to African glory.

tions to more than 3,000 people, following resumption of food
distributions on 19 February in Chetimari and Gagamari villages, where some 6,500 people received a monthly food ration,
and nutritional supplements were provided for children, pregnant women and nursing mothers.

NIGERIA:

Opposition lashes Jonathan over continuing

Boko Haram violence. All Progressives Congress has said that
President Goodluck Jonathan bears a huge moral responsibility
for deliberately allowing the Boko Haram insurgency to fester,
leading to the deaths of over 15,000 Nigerians and the displacement of over three million others in the past six years.
Critics say Jonathan has been unwilling to deal with the problem since the north-west is an
opposition stronghold.
Meanwhile, former Nigeria's Rivers State Commissioner of Police and current AssistantInspector General of Police in charge of Zone 2, Lagos, has said he was misquoted by reports that he ordered policemen to kill 20 civilians for every officer killed in the coming
general elections.

SENEGAL:

Senegal’s

former

President Abdoulaye

Wade has threatened to destabilize the country if his son, who is
still on trial over charges of corruption, is convicted by the special court. Karim Wade is in detention over ‘ll-gotten wealth’, the
alleged illegal acquisition of real estate and companies with a
value of approximately USD 240 million, whilst serving as a minister and advisor to his father.

SIERRA LEONE:

President Ernest Koroma has called

on village headmen, fishermen, motor drivers and bike riders to
remain vigilant to help give a final push to the receding Ebola
virus disease. He made this call during his visit to the Tombo
fishing community.

NEWS IN BRIEF
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CENTRAL AFRICA
ANGOLA:

Luanda Refinery output reached 16.158 million

barrels of crude oil in 2014, of which 1.781 million came from the
Rama Ungo and 15, 827 processed by Rama Nemba while the remaining 442, 487 barrels were attributed to Rama Plutónio.

CAMEROON:

A recent report by World Wide Fund for

Nature, holds that there has been a drop in their activities in the
past six years. WWF Cameroon has revealed that the volume of
Chinese investments in Cameroon stood at 100 per cent in 2009,
79 per cent in 2010, 94 per cent in 2011, 65 per cent in 2012 and 42
per cent in 2013.

CENTRAL REPUBLIC:

The UN refugee agency on

Tuesday 24 February reported that an upsurge in violence in the
Central African Republic has forced the displacement of almost
50,000 people since the start of the year. This includes an estimated 30,000 who have fled their homes and found refuge in other
parts of the country and more than 19,200 people who have crossed
into the neighbouring Democratic Republic of the Congo's Equateur province.

CHAD:

The ruling by five High Court Judges on the

Security Laws (Amendment) Act, 2014, is hyped as a victory
for the opposition and the media. Parliament passed the Bill
on December 18, 2014. But the Coalition for Reforms and
Democracy went to court on Dec. 23, and won a reprieve
when Justice George Odunga put on ice eight sections .

RWANDA:

A popular Rwandan singer has been jailed

for 10 years after being convicted of planning to kill President
Kagame and inciting hatred against the government. Kizito
Mihigo had earlier said he was guilty and asked for forgiveness, meaning his sentence was reduced.

SOMALIA:

Kenya Defence Forces will be in Somalia

for longer after the United Nations Security Council extended the mandate of Amison for a further one year. Defence
Cabinet Secretary said Kenya welcomed the extension of the
mandate of the African Union Mission in Somalia.

TANZANIA: A Tanzanian court has charged four people over the murder of an albino woman over six years ago as
pressure mounts for authorities in the east African country to
do more to stop the killing of albinos whose body parts are
prized in black magic.

Soldiers from Chad killed 207 Boko Haram fighters in

clashes near a Nigerian town close to the border with Cameroon,
Chad's army announced in a statement. Chad's military also
claimed to have seized large quantities of small arms and ammunition and two pick-up trucks on Tuesday 24 February.

DR CONGO:

Goma airport, in the east of the Democratic

Republic of Congo is being rebuilt with German help, and FrankWalter Steinmeier has become the first German foreign minister to
visit. Thirteen years ago, Mount Nyiragongo erupted near the airport and buried half of Goma under a layer of lava a meter thick. It
shortened the runway by half, meaning that only small planes could
use it.

EQUATORIAL GUINEA:

The General Command of

the National Police will honour, on 2 March in Luanda, the 350
members of the corporation who participated in the final phase of
the African Nations Cup (CAN2015) held in Equatorial Guinea.

GABON:

The plunge in oil prices since mid-2014 shows that

Gabon's plan to diversify its economy away from overdependence
on oil is clearly the right way to go, IMF staff said. Five years ago
the government adopted an ambitious plan-the Plan Stratégique
Gabon Emergent-to transform Gabon into a diversified emerging
economy by 2025.

EAST AFRICA
BURUNDI: The Court of Appeal in Bujumbura, on February
18, ordered the release on bail of the well-known journalist Bob
Rugurika Human Rights Watch said. Rugurika, director of one of
Burundi's most popular radio stations, was arrested on January
20, 2015, after his station broadcast a series of investigative reports on the September 2014 murder of three Italian nuns.

ERITREA:

At a recent assessment meeting in which heads of

line ministries, area Administrations and representative of the public took part, it was stated that effective soil and water conservation
activities were carried out in Mai-Mine sub-zone in 2014.

ETHIOPIA:

The UK has ended its financial support for a

controversial development project alleged to have helped the Ethiopian government fund a brutal resettlement programme. Hundreds of people have been forced from their land as a result of the
scheme, while there have also been reports of torture, rape and
beatings.

KENYA:
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UGANDA: Kampala was yesterday still reeling under an
outbreak of typhoid, with hundreds of people diagnosed with
the disease. However, this is hardly surprising, given the
squalid conditions in many city slums.

SOUTHERN AFRICA
BOTSWANA:

The MAATLA project responsible for

the Community Tuberculosis Care has been hailed for the
reduction of deaths and decrease of TB patients. The project
had eased the screening and tracing of TB patients' family
members from 59 people in 2012 to 105 people in 2014.

MALAWI:

With 39 cases of cholera in the last two

weeks, including two deaths, the UN children's agency in
Malawi is on high alert for spread in southern border areas
where highly-populated camps for people displaced by the
floods are located, according to a press statement.

MOZAMIQUE:

Torrential rains and high winds in

the northern Mozambican province of Niassa destroyed
3,911 houses, leaving 14,170 people homeless, according to
the provincial governor, Arlindo Chilundo.

SOUTH AFRICA:

Zephany Nurse, who was

snatched from Groote Schuur Hospital in Cape Town 17 years
ago, has been found, Beeld reported on Friday 27 February.
The woman who raised her, and allegedly took her, was taken
into custody by the Hawks, following a DNA test and is expected to appear in the Cape Town Magistrate's Court.

ZAMBIA: The Ministry of Health has said construction
of the 650 health posts countrywide will be completed in
April 2016. Ministry of Health spokesperson Reuben Mbewe
said construction works on 155 sites across the country had
commenced and that 78 sites were at slab level.

ZIMBABWE:

Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe,

who has just turned 91, said on Thursday that one of his secrets to a long life was "not filling my stomach". "I eat well,
not filling my stomach, eating foodstuffs that I believe sustain one most.
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Lands grab: Are the Mursi being forced out of Ethiopia?
BY ADOLI MWIJAKE
The Mursi, about 10,000 people who
live in an area surrounded by the rivers Mara, Omo and Mago, which flow
into Lake Turkana are currently being
forced out of Ethiopia.
A BBC reporter, Matthew Newsome
investigates the Ethiopian government’s controversial plan to take over
vast swathes of ancestral land from
indigenous pastoralists well known for
their traditionally insert pottery plates
known as debhinya in the lower lips of
young women, and turn it into a major
centre for commercial agriculture,
where foreign agribusinesses and government plantations would raise cash
crops such as sugar and palm oil.
This is his story:
I arrive late in the afternoon at a village I won't name, hoping to speak to
some Mursi people - a group of around
7,000 famous for wearing huge ornamental clay lip plates. The Mursi way
of life is in jeopardy. They are being
resettled to make way for a major sugar plantation on their ancestral land so ending their tradition of cattle herding. Meanwhile, a massive new dam
upstream will reduce the Omo River,
ending its seasonal flood - and the
food crops they grow on its banks.It is
without doubt one of the most sensitive stories in Ethiopia and one the

government is keen to suppress. Human rights groups have repeatedly
criticised schemes like this, alleging
that locals are being abused and coerced into compliance.

plain exactly why. I object to driving
through the wilderness at dusk on
safety grounds and so a compromise is
reached: I will pitch my hammock
outside the police station, a short stroll
away from the village, with armed
I'd spoken to local senior officials in
guards watching my every move.
the provincial capital of Jinka, before
travelling into the remote savannah. The political boss of the zone comes on
The suspicion is palpable as the chief the two-way radio. "This is house arof the south Omo zone lectures me. rest," I protest. "No, just a misunderLocal people and the area's reputation standing," he replies. The prospect of
have been greatly harmed by the nega- returning home without interviews is
tive reports by foreigners, he says.
unthinkable. My ruse is to distract my
captors.
Eventually a frank exchange takes
place and I secure verbal permission I sit them down for a meal of pasta and
to report on the changes taking place vegetables - and brimming beakers of
in the valley. It seems prudent to let spiced rum - in front of my laptop,
the Mursi tribe and attendant police which is playing an Ethiopian comedy.
warm to my presence before I start After saying good night I strike out
asking questions. After all, I have the through the scrubland. I run without
whole evening.
sense of direction through bush and
bog, crawl under fences, and negotiate
But a brief chat with the tribe ends
large herds of noisy cattle. I have to
abruptly with the entrance of a police
find a village elder I met earlier, and
officer, wearing a replica Manchester
interview him before policemen and
United football shirt, vehemently wavtheir flashlights turn up.
ing a dog-eared copy of the country's
constitution. I am prohibited from So I am relieved to stumble on two
talking to anyone and must immedi- boys milking their cows in the moonately climb back into my jeep, drive light. They lead me to the elder's hut.
back up the mountain and return to The sound of so many rudelyJinka, he says.
awakened animals in our wake fills
me with dread that searchlights are
As often in Ethiopia, he doesn't exheading our way. The moment arrives.

Mursi girl– the Mursi way of life is in jeopardy
I squat in front of the elder
inside his mud dwelling, surrounded by his sleeping companions: several cows, a goat
and a cat. My dictaphone is
poised to record truths heard
by few journalists in this media-muzzled region. I ask him
in broken Amharic what is
going on. He tells me: "The
government is telling us to sell
our cattle and modernise like
townspeople - they say our
land is the property of the sugar corporation. We have not

been asked what we want or
need. "If we do not accept the
resettlement plans, we'll be
taken to jail. How can we survive if we have no access to
land, cattle or water?"
I promptly thank the elder for
his time, apologise for disrupting his evening and head back
to my open-air jail. On reaching my hammock I find several
dozing policemen and an empty bottle of rum. Mission accomplished.

Malawi: Devastation and disease after deadly floods
Tens of thousands stranded after
southern Africa country's record
floods face rising risk of disease outbreak.
Nsanje, Malawi - The most devastating floods in living memory have
stranded at least 20,000 people in
southern Malawi with disease now
threatening to inflict further suffering.
When the rains began in Nsanje province on January 11, a 20-kilometrelong vein of cropland on the east bank
of the Shire River was overwhelmed,
destroying resources needed to sustain the population for a year. In just
three days of rain, the land was transformed into an archipelago. As the
waters rose to depths of three to four
metres, people climbed hills and
shinned up trees to save themselves.
Many of them were killed.
"It erased everything in its path," says
Amaury Gregoire, head of mission in
Malawi for Doctors Without Borders
(MSF), which has sent a team to the
region. "It erased entire villages. All
the crops were completely destroyed."
Unidentified and unreachable, it was

more than two weeks before the first
food aid reached the stranded population in Nsanje. Many are still without
basic items essential for survival.
More rain has been forecast, meaning
the region is likely to be inaccessible
by road for weeks to come, perhaps
months. More than a million people
have been affected across the country,
including 336,000 who have been
displaced, according to UNICEF.
There have been more than 100
deaths in the flooding, and 172 people
are still missing. Patchy population
data and a lack of coordination were a
critical barrier to the aid effort in the
initial weeks.
"A very big proportion of the population is trapped," Gregoire says. "There
are about 20,000 people there. They
are extremely vulnerable. They lost
houses, they lost relatives. It's a critical situation."Aid organisations are
seeking to tackle the lack of access by
deploying helicopters to deliver essential supplies. Five helicopters have
been flying aid missions in Malawi:
two provided by South Africa's Breede

Valley Fire Department, one by the
World Food Programme, one by the
Malawian military, and one privately
operated. But the stranded population
in Nsanje had to wait 17 days for the
first air drop. "Some food was distributed, but clearly not enough," says
Gregoire. While important steps have
been taken towards meeting the most
basic food requirements of those
20,000 stranded in Nsanje, critical
needs are still unmet. "There is still
not enough food, but the critical food
question has now been addressed,"
says Gregoire.
According to the latest situation report published by UNICEF on February 11, it still has a critical funding gap
of $3.9m out of the $9.3m needed to
respond to "immediate needs" for a
three-month period. Of a total of
$81m required to meet people's needs
in Malawi, $27.5m has been contributed so far, according to a joint report
by the UN and Malawi government
published in February. But so far, only
58,065 people have been reached with
sanitation services and 30,982

provided with safe drinking
water in the affected areas, according to UNICEF. A shortage
of food and a lack of clean drinking water and basic sanitation
mean that defences against disease are low, while a lack of
housing means people are often
living in cramped conditions
conducive to the rapid spread of
infection. There have been outbreaks of scabies, malaria and
bilharzia among flood victims,
along with increased cases of

diarrhoea, which increase vulnerability to other disease.
There is also a "significant risk"
of measles, dysentery and cholera outbreaks, according to a UN
report published on February 6.
"With more rain forecast in the
coming weeks, the crisis in Malawi will not be resolved quickly.
"Access will probably be problematic for several months to
come," says Gregoire.
Source: Al Jazeera
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Belgian businessman convicted in 14-year-old DRC murder mystery

Murdered Laurent Desire Kabila
A Belgian businessman has been sentenced to 20 years in jail in his
absence for the murder in France of two Congolese in an apparent

attempt to wipe out plotters of a coup at a later date. The three were accused
against former president Laurent- of plotting the murder because they
Désiré Kabila 14 years ago.
believed that Atembina, who had been
a military advisor to former president
A court in Grenoble in the French Alps
Mobuto Sese Seko, who was toppled
sentenced Belgian entrepreneur Beby Kabila, and Mobutu-era general
noit Chatel to 20 years in jail for his
Kpama Baramoto Kata, were plotting
role in the killing of Philémon Mwami
a coup. Atembina, a tribal leader from
Naluhwindja and Aimé-Noël Atemthe North Kivu region of the Demobina, whose bodies were found in a
cratic Republic of Congo who was not
blazing car in a field of maize on 29
an opponent of Kabila, is believed to
December 2000 near the central city
have been killed by mistake because
of Lyon. But interior decorator Alain
he took Kata’s place in the car.
Deverini, a Monaco national, was acquitted, the prosecutor declaring that Chatel was “entirely responsible, totalhe was only “an accomplice of an ac- ly guilty of this double murder comcomplice”, his defence having pleaded mitted in appaling conditions”, prosethat convicting him would be like cutor Patrick Quincy told the court.
blaming a second-class passenger for But Deverini, who is said to have
the sinking of the Titanic. A third man, asked Cocco to “get rid of the blacks’
Italian Domenico Cocco, is to face trial problem”, pleaded naivety and igno-

Cote d’Ivoire: Ex-first
lady in court

Ex-first lady Simone Gbagbo
Ivory Coast's former first
lady Simone Gbagbo on
Monday 23 February
appeared in court for the
first time accused of undermining state security.

I am being accused of,"
Mrs Gbagbo said at the
hearing, according to
reporters. She also insisted her husband was the
legitimate winner of the
elections instead of his
Simone Gbagbo has derival, Alassane Ouattara,
nied wrongdoing for her
who was declared the
alleged role in the viowinner of the poll.
lence that followed the
2010 elections.
The Ivorian judiciary had
resisted pressure to send
Mrs Gbagbo was giving
her to the ICC as well,
evidence for the first time
where she is accused of
at her trial in Abidjan.
war crimes, saying she
Her husband, former
and other key suspects
President Laurent Gbagshould be tried in their
bo, is awaiting trial at the
homeland. Mrs Gbagbo
International
Criminal
and more than 80 supCourt (ICC). "I don't
porters of her husband
know exactly what the
have been charged with
concrete actions are that

undermining state security. Both sides have been
accused of atrocities in
the bloody clashes that
followed the disputed
elections. But no one
close to Ouattara has
been investigated or
prosecuted in connection
with the violence that
rocked the commercial
capital for five months,
but his supporters are
widely believed to have
committed atrocities. The
Gbagbos were eventually
arrested in a bunker in
April 2011 following a
military assault supported by UN and French
troops.

rance of what was really going on and
was let off. The victims’ families were
furious that Chatel, a dubious character who is said to have been an informer to the French and Congolese
secret services, was not brought to the
bar. Altghough there have been reports that he is dead and despite a
legal ban on travel, he has been spotted in Lubumbashi in the south-east
DRC, according to the lawyer of one
plaintiff, Philippe Chansay-Wilmotte,
who is also an advisor to current DRC
President Jospeh Kabila, LaurentDésiré Kabila’s son. The defence alleged that Mwami was involved in
uranium smuggling and claimed that
secret services were mixed up in the
case.
Source: RFI

Madagascar floods kill 14 and displace thousands

Floods in Madagascar's capital
Antananarivo and the surrounding area have killed 14 people
and forced more than 21,000
from their homes, authorities
said on Friday.
More rain in the coming days
could inflict further damage on
the large Indian Ocean island
nation, they said. People are
trying to leave flooded areas in

wooden canoes and speedboats
are also being provided to help
residents flee to safety. "Because
of problems with the drainage
system in the city, it is proving
hard to channel the waters and
the pumping stations are running at full capacity," said
Philippe Rateloson, head of the
authority charged with protection against flooding. Antanana-

rivo and its environs have been
pummeled by heavy rains since
February 14. Last month, tropical storm Chedza killed 80 people across the island. Mineralrich Madagascar has been struggling to rebuild its economy following a 2009 coup that scared
away donors and investors.
Source: Reuters
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Why Nigeria needs world attention
On Sunday 22 February, a
girl thought to be as young as
seven years old was killed
along with five others in a
bombing in northeast Nigeria. The attack on a market in
the city of Potiskum is the
latest in a string of such
strikes in which children have
been used. Previous attacks
have been blamed

President Goodluck Jonathan

BY ADEBOLA ADEGBEJIE
7-year-old girl believed to have Cruelty, evil acts, barbarism;
been wired with bomb that these words are not strong
kills five in Nigeria
enough to describe what is taking place in Nigeria.
Nigerians, stop politics and become human!!

on Boko Haram. Nineteen
people were injured in the
blast in Yobe state's commercial capital, a local vigilante
leader said. "So far, five people were killed with the girl
while 19 others have been
taken to hospital for injuries,"
Buba Lawan said. A hospital
source, who wished to remain
anonymous, confirmed the
dead and the wounded
count.The bombing highlights the severe security
challenges facing Nigeria in
the run up to March 28 presidential and parliamentary
elections. During a swing
through neighbouring Chad,
Cameroon and Niger, French
Foreign Minister Laurent

Fabius on Sunday urged Nigeria to entirely commit itself
to battling Boko Haram. "It is
necessary that there be full
commitment from Nigeria in
the fight against Boko Haram," he told reporters during a press conference in Niger's capital, Niamey.

The first attack occurred on
11 January, when two bombers - one of whom appeared
to be around 15 - were blown
up outside the market killing
six people and injuring 37
others.
Before Sunday's strike, suspicious security guards and
vigilantes said they tried to
prevent the girl - who witnesses said appeared to be
around 7 years old - from
entering the market. "We
sent her back four times, because given her age, she did
not have anything to do in the
market," Lawan said. "When
we were screening people,
she bent and tried to pass
under the ropes, some distance from our view. That
was when the explosives went
off."

Jonathan admitted in an interview published on Sunday
that he had earlier underestimated the Islamists, who
have overrun swathes of the
northeast. "Probably at the
beginning, we, and I mean
myself and the team, we underrated the capacity of Boko
Haram," Jonathan said in an
interview with newspaper
ThisDay. He said that the
military has recently acquired
more arms and ammunition
to battle the Islamists, and
vowed their defeat was immiIn a sign of the distrust gennent.
erated by the bombing camSunday's bombing in Poti- paign, Lawan said "we have
skum was the second suicide barred women from entering
attack in or near the market the market to prevent further
where new and second-hand attacks".
phones are sold and repaired.

Calls for religious teaching reforms
REDISCOVERING
THE HIDDEN
WORLD
BY
Dr. WANZOLA
A MUST READ
BOOK

The Grand Imam of Egypt's
top Islamic institution has
called for a radical reform of
religious teaching to tackle
the spread of Islamic extremism. Sheikh Ahmed alTayeb of Cairo's al-Azhar
University said that a historical misreading of the
Koran had led to intolerant
interpretations of Islam.
Speaking at an anti-terror
conference, he called for
unity among Muslims.
Egypt's President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi has said that a
pan-Arab military force is
needed to combat terrorism.
He told Egyptian state TV

that the need for such a
unified force was "growing
and becoming more pressing every day" because of
the huge challenges faced by
the region. "We will be able
to overcome such challenges
when we unite together," he
said.
Sheikh Ahmed alTayeb condemned terrorism
at the opening of a threeday counter-terrorism forum in the holy city of Mecca in Saudi Arabia. In his
speech, he linked extremism
to "bad interpretations" of
the Koran and the life of the
Prophet Muhammad. "The
only hope for the Muslim

nation to recover unity is to
tackle in our schools and
universities this tendency to
accuse Muslims of being
unbelievers," he said. Saudi
Arabian King Salman said
that terrorism was a "threat
to our Muslim nation and
the entire world", in a statement read at the conference.
"Terrorism is a scourge
which is the product of extremist ideology," he added.
The conference, attended by
senior clerics from across
the Muslim world, will focus
on Islam and the fight
against terrorism.

To order a copy,
Please call
07956127987

Proverbs of the month
-A man who uses force is afraid of reasoning. ~Kenyan proverb
-If you close your eyes to facts, you will learn through accidents. ~ African proverb
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Dear High Commissioner Assamba,
BY MANDINGO

I

t has come to the attention
of myself and other Jamaicans that the government
of Prime Minister Portia
Simpson Miller is intending to
enact a law that will enable the
said government to take away the
property/land of people who
have not paid their property taxes for three years. This proposal
is monstrously wrong and unjust
because it will be the poor and
vast majority of the people of
Jamaica who will suffer further
by the unjust seizure of their
lands. The result of such a law
will be to make more people in
Jamaica homeless and will increase so-called 'squatting' as
people will have to live somewhere. The very few rich people
in Jamaica will not be affected
because they are rich. Marcus
Garvey the first National Hero of

Jamaica said in his Blackprint
solution book for Afrikans at
home/Afrika and abroad/
Jamaica and the rest of the diaspora, THE PHILOSOPHY AND
OPINIONS OF MARCUS GARVEY, that "GOVERNMENT
MUST BE AN EXPRESSION OF
THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE."
The people do not want to be
made homeless squatters in the
land of their birth whilst the Chinese from China are given our
land in St. Catherine (my parish
as I am from St. John's Road,
Spanish Town), Clarendon, St.
Ann and elsewhere.
The vast majority of Jamaicans
have suffered and are suffering
because of the maladministration
of all the past and present JLP
and PNP governments, because
our people have been and are
honest and hardworking, but

slave wages and miss-governance
by most of the elected politicians
of both the JLP and PNP has
caused untold suffering, which
has forced numerous Jamaicans
over the years to flee the land of
their birth in order to obtain a
decent standard of living for
themselves and their children.
Our people are already suffering
from all kinds of electricity, water
and other taxes, and factories
that were in Jamaica that employed people have fled to Trinidad because of the unhealthy
economic climate that successive
political regimes have instituted
in Jamaica.
Please convey my missive to
Prime Minister Portia Simpson
Miller and her other ministers
immediately because this is a
burning issue that I, Mandingo
and other fearless and coura-

Washington DC legalises marijuana

geous Jamaicans will not let go
until we bury this iniquitous proposal. In 1834 the British enslavers were paid £20,000,000
(circa half of the British government's annual budget at the time
and worth billions of pounds
sterling in today's terms) and our
Afrikan ancestors including
Prime Minister Portia Simpson
Miller's ancestors were just
thrown off the plantations without any form of financial compensation and forced to 'squat'
on so-called 'Crown' land. Solve
the problem of 'squatting' by
giving our people in need the
land that never belonged to the
British crown in the first place,
because this land was initially
illegally gotten by the Spanish
war criminals invading, murdering and enslaving and exterminating the native Tainos/

Mandingo
'Arawaks, who in turn were supplanted by
their successors in genocidal war crimes, the
equally guilty British who enslaved our Afrikan ancestors in part of what is the biggest
HOLOCAUST IN HISTORY...THE ENSLAVEMENT AND GENOCIDE OF MY
AFRIKAN RACE BY THE HOLY AND PIOUS AND GOD FEARING EUROPEAN
CHRISTIANS. REPARATIONS NOW! REPARATIONS NOW!

WORLD NEWS

South Korean court legalises
adultery

Washington DC has become
the latest place in the United
States to legalise the possession
of small amounts of marijuana.

The plan was overwhelmingly
agreed in a referendum last
November.
Representative
Chaffetz warned the city's
mayor against legalising the
As of midnight on Thursday 26
drug. But the vote revived tenFebruary (05:00 GMT), people
sions between local officials
who use the drug in private no
and Congress.
longer face prosecution. The
change has created tension Washington DC - a federal disbetween the city's mayor and trict, not a state - is required to
Congress. Washington DC joins seek congressional approval for
Alaska, Colorado, and Wash- much of its legislation. In a
ington State as the only places letter sent on Tuesday, two
in the US that allow the use of members of Congress warned
the drug for recreational pur- Mayor Muriel Bowser that she
poses. Residents and visitors to would be breaking US law by
the city over the age of 21 can proceeding. They said that a
possess as much as 2oz (56g) of national budget bill passed in
cannabis, and may grow a few December prevents the legaliplants at home. Buying and sation of marijuana in Washselling the drug remains illegal, ington. But Ms Bowser and
as does smoking it in public. other officials believe that the

legalisation is still valid since it
was approved by voters before
Congress passed the budget
bill. Speaking to the Washington Post newspaper, Representative Jason Chaffetz, one of
the letter's signatories, warned
that she could face "very severe
consequences", adding: "You
can go to prison for this." Ms
Bowser said: "We do disagree
on a matter of law. There are
reasonable ways to resolve that
without us threatening him or
he us." While any criminal
prosecution would have to
come from the US Department
of Justice, Congress could withhold Washington DC's funding
for other initiatives to pressure
Ms Bowser.

Nine-member bench rules that 1953 law In the past six years, close to 5,500 peois unconstitutional, saying state should ple have been formerly arraigned on
not intervene in people's private lives.
adultery charges - including nearly 900
in 2014. But the numbers had been
South Korea's Constitutional Court has
falling, with cases that end in prison
struck down a 60-year-old statute outterms increasingly rare. Whereas 216
lawing adultery under which violators
people were jailed under the law in
faced up to two years in prison. The
2004, that figure had dropped to 42 by
nine-member bench ruled by seven to
2008, and since then only 22 have
two that the 1953 law was unconstitufound themselves behind bars, accordtional in a judgement handed down on
ing to figures from the state prosecution
Thursday. "Even if adultery should be
office.
condemned as immoral, state power
should not intervene in individuals' The downward trend was partly a reprivate lives," said presiding justice flection of changing societal trends in a
Park Han-Chul. It was the fifth time the country where rapid modernisation has
apex court had considered the constitu- frequently clashed with traditionally
tional legality of the legislation which conservative norms.
had made South Korea one of the few
Source: AFP
non-Muslim countries to regard marital
infidelity as a criminal act.

Tributes to Augustine
Augustine Baker had worked for an orphanage
run by a UK charity on the outskirts of Sierra
Leone's capital, Freetown. At the height of the
Ebola crisis he would go into high-risk communities to help children who had been orphaned
by the disease. With his backpack on and his
notebook and pen handy, Mr Baker would collect data and go and find the children to take
them to the orphanage.
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The most powerful mafia you've never heard of
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An alleged member of the 'Ndrangheta crime syndicate is escorted by Italian Carabinieri police officers [AP]
Italy's 'Ndrangheta crime
syndicate is believed haul in
more revenue than many
Fortune 500 companies.

headed to Germany, the US,
Australia, Belgium, Colombia, and France after World
War II. They used family ties
to create new links and exMilan,
Italy
The
pand their influence world'Ndrangheta crime syndicate
wide."
- based in Italy's southern
Calabria region - is not near- From kidnapping to cocaine
ly as well-known as Cosa
The 'Ndrangheta's operaNostra, the Sicilian mafia.
tions began in the 1960s and
But the 'Ndrangheta organi'70s, focusing on kidnapsation is wealthier and more
pings for ransom. "This alpowerful - with interests
lowed the criminal organisaspanning the globe from
tion to accumulate an initial
Calabria to Colombia, and as
capital that at the end of the
far away as Australia.
'80s was invested in coAccording to Demoskopika, caine," explained Ilaria Meli,
an Italian think-tank, the a researcher at the Observa'Ndrangheta's
activities tory of Organised Crime at
made a whopping $60bn in the Universita' Statale of
revenue in 2013 - more than Milan. "This decision reprethe combined revenues of sents a first turning point for
McDonald's and Deutsche the 'Ndrangheta, as it
Bank. That's roughly three proved to be quicker than
percent of Italy's GDP.
Cosa Nostra in understanding and exploiting a crucial
The 'Ndrangheta is estimatshift of the drug market."
ed to control about 80 percent of Europe's cocaine This strategy brought biltraffic, and is believed to lions of dollars to the
have invested in construc- 'Ndrangheta's coffers.
tion projects in Italy, Bel"Today, their problem is that
gium, the United States, and
they have more cash than
Germany.
they can possibly use," said
"The 'Ndrangheta is the per- Giuseppe Catozzella, an infect example of a globalised vestigative reporter and the
criminal network," said An- author of several books on
tonio Nicaso, an expert on the criminal syndicate. In
the group. "They have suc- Alveare, Catozzella's book
cessfully exploited the Ca- about the 'Ndrangheta publabrian immigrants that lished last year, one wiretap

recorded a conversation
between two mobsters. One
of them was digging out a
stash of money buried in a
forest, and notified the other
that "millions are rotten
because of the humidity".
The other mobster replied
nonchalantly: "Just throw
them away."
The 'Ndrangheta's ascension
was aided by a strategic mistake made by the Sicilian
mafia. At the end of the
1980s, Cosa Nostra embarked on an "anti-state"
policy, culminating in the
spectacular killings of top
anti-mafia judges Giovanni
Falcone and Paolo Borsellino in 1992. The government
reacted by deploying the
army to Sicily and passing a
new law that allowed imprisoned criminals linked to
the mafia to be placed in
solitary confinement.

into Italy's wealthy north.
Catozzela explained that in
1994, leaders of four major
Italian mafias met at Lake
Como to carve up the northern market. "'Ndrangheta
obtained 70 percent of it, a
result that shows the power
and
influence
it
had
achieved in just over two
decades."
Not just an Italian problem

In the past, the 'Ndrangheta
has benefited from being
able to operate under the
radar of Italian and European authorities. As recently as
2010, the then-mayor of
Milan, Letizia Moratti, denied that organised crime
groups operated in the city,
even though it had been
present in the region for
about 30 years.

The differences between
European legal systems in
dealing with mafia groups
present one of the main difficulties in fighting groups
like the 'Ndrangheta.
In 1994, Italy criminalised
having relations with mafia
organisations, but similar
laws do not exist in some
other European countries.
If, for example, the Italian
police asked their counterparts in a neighbouring
country to arrest a suspected
mafioso, the police there
may not be legally able to
comply.
"There seems to be little will
to
accept
that
the
'Ndrangheta is a European
problem," Meli said. The
'Ndrangheta may no longer
be able to avoid the attention of the authorities. But if
its expansion beyond Italy is
to be halted, experts agree
that authorities throughout
Europe need to cooperate
more closely with one another. "The 'Ndrangheta has
become global, [but] the
instruments to fight it have
remained national," Nicaso
concluded. "This is a problem that needs to be fixed and quickly."

"In the north of Italy, organised crime is represented as
a southern [phenomenon];
"Those years were a lethal
in the north of Europe, as an
blow to Cosa Nostra's interItalian problem," Meli sumest outside of Sicily," said
marises.
Meli, "and they have started
to reorganise themselves Italian police break-up maonly over the past few years, fia fraud
as shown by a recent report
It was only in 2007, when a
from the DIA [Italy's antishoot-out in Duisburg, Gerorganised-crime
unit]".
many was linked to the
While the Italian authorities
'Ndrangheta, that German
and media attention were
and then European authori- Source: Al Jazeera
focused on the Sicilians, the
ties began to investigate the
Calabrians were able to
presence of the Calabrian
slowly but steadily expand
syndicate outside of Italy.
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Chelsea: Jose Mourinho seeks more trophies

Fifa presidential election 2015:
who are the candidates?
The 2015 Fifa election sees Sepp Blatter
running for a fifth term as president, a role
he has been in since 1998. Standing in his
way are Frenchman Jérôme Champagne,
Prince Ali Bin Al Hussein from the Asian

federation, Dutch football chief Michael
van Praag, former world player of the year
Luis Figo and, for the time being, former
Tottenham player David Ginola.

FIFA President Sepp Blatter
Jose Mourinho is determined to chase more
trophies after victory in the Capital One Cup
on Sunday, the first of his second spell with
Chelsea.A John Terry strike and a Kyle
Walker own goal secured a 2-0 win for the
Blues against Tottenham at Wembley. The
trophy is the 21st of Mourinho's managerial

career. "I am like a kid winning the first
one," the Portuguese said. "It's hard for me
to live without titles. I need to feed myself
with them." Mourinho, who first managed
Chelsea between 2004 and 2007 before returning in 2013, has now won seven trophies
with the London club.

Luis Figo

AFCON 2015 – The New African Champions!
David Ginola

Michael Van Praag

Jerome Champagne

After an exciting fortnight of pulsating but
a technically mediocre festival of football in
Equatorial Guinea, the Elephants of Cote
D’Ivoire have become the new Champions
of African football. It may have taken well
over 20 years for their drought of success to
end, but when it finally did last Sunday
night, the whole of Cote D’Ivoire exploded
in an orgy of celebration. The government
declared a national public holiday and lavishly rewarded the gallant heroes with
houses and cash gifts. The final match with
the Black Stars of Ghana created razorsharp pressure for both teams. Tactically,
they cancelled each other out for 120

minutes and the match had to be settled by
penalty kicks! Historians were very busy xraying Cote D’Ivoire’s unique record of getting to the finals of the championship three
times and not scoring even a single goal
during any of the final matches. The recourse to penalty kicks historically favoured
the Ivoriens. In 1992, they won the championship for the first time against the same
Ghana after a marathon penalty shootout
that ended 11-10! Last Sunday night, as the
match tapered to another goalless end, the
big question on everyone’s mind was
whether history would repeat itself.

QATAR 2022:
Prince Ali Bin Al Hussein
Following a six-month consultation process, FIFA’s Task Force for the International Match Calendar 2018-24 held its
third and final meeting today in Doha,
identifying end-November/end-December
as the most viable period for the 2022
FIFA World Cup™. The proposed event

dates have the full support of all six Confederations. The proposal will be discussed
at the next meeting of the FIFA Executive
Committee, scheduled to take place at the
Home of FIFA in Zurich on 19 and 20
March 2015.

